




Madison Metricula Roberts

Entertainer:  (Filk Guest of Honor)

Madison Metricula Roberts (she/her) is a singer-songwriter, clown, guitarist, and entertainer from Raleigh, NC, with 
sets of material tailored to both all-ages or 18+ audiences. Her music ranges from pop-folk, Americana, and Peter, 
Paul & Mary style campfire classics and has been featured on  , Marc Gunn’s  , and more! The FuMP Geek Pub Songs
Metricula is a regular fixture as a guest and performer at sci-fi and fantasy conventions like DragonCon, RavenCon, 
illogiCon, ConGregate!

You can cozy up with her at the Nerd Music Campfire and relive the summer camp nights of your youth with sing-a-
longs and smores, but nerdier! Stream tunes from her debut EP, “Songs for Gamers” for   or pick them up free online
via  . Look for her tracks under   on services like TikTok, Spotify, YouTube, Bandcamp Madison Metricula Roberts
and more!

Metricula is a member of the   (a networking group of nerdy, progressive musicians, artists, and Social Justice Bards
storytellers supporting each other and liberal causes) and  , a fangirl music duo with Leigh The Salacious Crumbles
Tyberg. You can catch Metricula live (sometimes with Leigh or members of her backing band, The Friends With 
Benefits) online playing tunes or games on her  .livestream shows

In her mundane life, Metricula is a scientist, DIY enthusiast, and avid coffee-drinker. She’s totally not mad that the 
cat loves her spouse, Richard, more than her.

Follow her online basically everywhere as   or find her hub at  .@metricula metricula.com

 

Friday - September 23, 2022

Author Alley

3:00 pm Metricula and Vera Nazarian Autograph Session Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

5:00 pm Opening Ceremonies Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

9:00 pm Metricula Concert Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

10:00 am How to Make Your Own Music Q&A Length: 1 hr 

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

1:00 pm Changing Genes Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

2:00 pm How to Keep it Funny Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

4:00 pm Metricula Concert Length: 1 hr 

Author Alley

5:00 pm Metricula Autograph Session Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

8:00 pm Fan Cabaret Length: 2 hrs

Sunday - September 25, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

http://www.thefump.com/
http://www.pubsong.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4-X2MCd5ajw&list=PLdUlmYg2VOigvCWF19nK_JLUV8y4-C00g
https://metricula.bandcamp.com/
http://socialjusticebards.com/
http://salaciouscrumbles.com/
http://metricula.com/livestreams
https://twitter.com/metricula
http://www.metricula.com/


11:00 am Wait Wait Don't Tell Me Length: 1 hr 

Author Alley

12:00 pm Metricula Autograph Session Length: 1 hr 



Vera Nazarian

Author:  (Author Guest of Honor)

Vera Nazarian immigrated to the USA from the former USSR as a kid, sold her first story at the age of 17, and since 
then has published numerous works in anthologies and magazines, and has been translated into eight languages.

She is a two-time Nebula Award Finalist, a 2018 Dragon Award Finalist, an award-winning artist, member of Science 
Fiction and Fantasy Writers of America, and the author of critically acclaimed novels Dreams of the Compass Rose
,  , humorous parodies   and more, in her Lords of Rainbow Mansfield Park and Mummies Supernatural Jane 

, as well as the Renaissance epic fantasy   trilogy, and the bestselling apocalyptic Austen Series Cobweb Bride
science fiction series   that has been optioned for film.The Atlantis Grail

After many years in Los Angeles, Vera lives in a small town in Vermont, and uses her Armenian sense of humor and 
her Russian sense of suffering to bake conflicted pirozhki and make art.

Friday - September 23, 2022

Author Alley

3:00 pm Metricula and Vera Nazarian Autograph Session Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

4:00 pm How to Create a Magic System for your Fiction Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

5:00 pm Opening Ceremonies Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

10:00 am Self Pub: How to Get Started Length: 1 hr 

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

11:00 am Self Pub and Promoting Yourself Length: 1 hr 

Author Alley

1:00 pm Vera Nazarian Autograph Session Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

2:00 pm How to Keep it Funny Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room G

5:00 pm Guest of Honor Q and A: Vera Nazarian Length: 2 hrs

Sunday - September 25, 2022

Panel Room G

10:00 am How to Combine Romance and Fantasy in Fiction Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room G

11:00 am Sports and Games in FIction Length: 1 hr 

Author Alley

1:00 pm Vera Nazarian and Timothy Zahn Autograph Session Length: 1 hr 



Richard Lee Byers

Author:  (fantasy/horror author)

Richard Lee Byers’s books include The Things That Crawl, The Hep Cats of Ulthar, This Sword for Hire, and the two 
Marvel Legends of Asgard novels The Head of Mimir and its sequel The Rebels of Vanaheim. He is perhaps best 
known for his Forgotten Realms fiction. He has also written many pieces of short fiction, a graphic novel, and 
material for electronic and tabletop games.

Friday - September 23, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

4:00 pm How to Create a Magic System for your Fiction Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room G

10:00 am Norse Influence on Our Entertainment Media Length: 1 hr 

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

12:00 pm How to Create Convincing Monsters Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room G

1:00 pm How to Write Good Dialog Length: 1 hr 

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

4:00 pm Feel Good TV Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

6:00 pm Cross Platform Storytelling (transmedia) Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room G

9:00 pm How to Add Mystery to Your Fiction (all genres) Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

11:00 pm Creatures of the Night Pageant Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - September 25, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

11:00 am Wait Wait Don't Tell Me Length: 1 hr 



Brandy Stark

Artist:  (artist and pop culture guest, ghost hunter)

Brandy Stark is a Florida resident and a lifelong science fiction fan.  She grew up on cartoons, comic books, and Star 
Trek which currently manifests in her Humanities teachings for various institutions of higher education.   When 
existing in the space/time of Earth Prime, Dr. Stark creates hand-wrapped wire metal sculptures depicting creatures 
of fantasy.  These have shown and won awards in numerous conventions, including San Diego Comic Con, World 
Fantasy Con, and Dragon*Con.  She is also an aficionado of the paranormal

Sunday - September 25, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

11:00 am Wait Wait Don't Tell Me Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

12:00 pm How to Upcycle Found Objects to Create Art Length: 1 hr 



Kat Heckenbach

Artist:  (fantasy and science fiction)

Kat Heckenbach graduated from the University of Tampa with a bachelor's degree in biology, went on to teach math, 
and then homeschooled her son and daughter while writing and making sci-fi/fantasy art. Now that both kids have 
graduated, her writing and art time is constantly interrupted by her 96 lb. boxer mix. She is the author of YA fantasy 
series   and urban fantasy  , as well as dozens of fantasy, science fiction, and horror Toch Island Chronicles Relent
short stories in magazines and anthologies. Enter her world at  . Find her prints and original www.katheckenbach.com
art at  .www.JumpingRails.etsy.com

Friday - September 23, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

4:00 pm How to Create a Magic System for your Fiction Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room G

7:00 pm How to Stay Creative Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - September 25, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

12:00 pm How to Upcycle Found Objects to Create Art Length: 1 hr 

http://www.katheckenbach.com/
http://www.JumpingRails.etsy.com/


Allan Dyen-Shapiro

Author:  (science and science fiction)

Allan Dyen-Shapiro is a Ph.D. biochemist whose research in his science days ranged from environmental science to 
plant biotechnology to mathematical modeling. He currently works as an educator. He's sold short stories to venues 
including Flash Fiction Online and Grantville Gazette and co-edited an anthology of SFF stories set in the Middle 
East. He blogs on topics of interest to his readers--environmentalism, science, futurism, literature, and SF in all 
media--at   where you'll also find links to his stories. Follow him on Twitter (@Allan_author_SF) allandyenshapiro.com
and friend him on Facebook (allandyenshapiro.author). 

Friday - September 23, 2022

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

8:00 pm Earth ws Space Length: 1 hr 

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

10:00 pm Dishing on the Doctor Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room G

11:00 am Writing Believable Medicine in Science Fiction Length: 1 hr 

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

1:00 pm Changing Genes Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

3:00 pm Futurism: What it Means and Why It's Important Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room G

9:00 pm How to Add Mystery to Your Fiction (all genres) Length: 1 hr 

http://allandyenshapiro.com/


Jose Pablo Iriarte

Author:  (fantasy, horror, science fiction)

José Pablo Iriarte is a Cuban-American writer, high school math teacher, and parent of two. Their fiction can be 
found in magazines such as Uncanny, Lightspeed, and Strange Horizons, and has been nominated (twice) for the 
Nebula Award, longlisted for the Otherwise Award, and reprinted in various Year’s Best compilations. José currently 
serves as Director-at-Large for SFWA. Learn more at www.labyrinthrat.com, or look for José on twitter @labyrinthrat.

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room G

1:00 pm How to Write Good Dialog Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room G

7:00 pm How to Stay Creative Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - September 25, 2022

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

10:00 am Crossing Genres Length: 1 hr 



Will Ludwigsen

Author:  (horror, humor)

Will Ludwigsen's short fiction has appeared in places like Asimov's Science Fiction, Weird Tales, Nightmare, Strange 
Horizons, and The Year's Best Science Fiction and Fantasy. His first collection In Search Of and Others was 
nominated for a Shirley Jackson Award. He has taught creative writing (especially in genre) to high schoolers, 
college students, and adults (including at the University of North Florida). He lives and works in Jacksonville, Florida, 
with his partner Aimee Payne, who is also a writer.

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room G

10:00 am Norse Influence on Our Entertainment Media Length: 1 hr 

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

12:00 pm How to Create Convincing Monsters Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

2:00 pm How to Keep it Funny Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room G

7:00 pm How to Stay Creative Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room G

9:00 pm How to Add Mystery to Your Fiction (all genres) Length: 1 hr 



William Hatfield

Author:  (mystery, science fiction)

William Hatfield was born in a small town in northern Michigan and attended Western Michigan University, getting a 
bachelor’s degree in history and communications. He spent several years in graduate school, studying the Middle 
East, primarily modern history and international relations.

He worked his way through college, paying his way doing a variety of campus jobs at first, and then by working in 
bookstores and playing piano and singing in local bars and restaurants. By the time he neared finishing graduate 
school, he realized that given a choice between working for the government in the Middle East, or continuing to work 
in bookstores and play musical engagements, there was really no choice. He worked forty-four years in bookstores, 
forty-one of them either as a manager or the owner of his own store.

Musical engagements led him to Gainesville, Florida, in 1979, where he continues to live with his wife Karen and 
their two feline daughters. He still plays the occasional gig, more for stress release than for work. He retired from his 
last bookstore job in 2019, and devotes his time to writing, and as little yard work as possible.

Rumor has it, he may have grown up, but it seems unlikely.

 

Friday - September 23, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

3:00 pm How to Write a Multi-book Story Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room A: LARP

1:00 pm Round Robin Storytime Length: 2 hrs

Panel Room E Main Events

6:00 pm Cross Platform Storytelling (transmedia) Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room G

9:00 pm How to Add Mystery to Your Fiction (all genres) Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - September 25, 2022

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

10:00 am Crossing Genres Length: 1 hr 



Elle E. Ire

Author:  (science fiction, paranormal romance)

Elle Ire writes science fiction and paranormal romance featuring kickass women who fall in love with each other. 
Publications include Vicious Circle, the Storm Fronts trilogy, Reel to Real Love, and the Nearly Departed series, all 
available from DSP Publications. She is represented by Naomi Davis at BookEnds Literary Agency.

Friday - September 23, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

3:00 pm How to Write a Multi-book Story Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room G

7:00 pm How to Stay Creative Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room G

10:00 pm Late Night Erotic Fiction Panel Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - September 25, 2022

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

10:00 am Crossing Genres Length: 1 hr 



Thomas Macheski

Artist:  (photographic artist, fan)

Artist, Chocoholic (devout and unrepentant, Human, Nurse, Occasional musician, Photographer, Poet, Rancher, 
Writer.

Oh, and 1,801 miles to Wall Drug.

Friday - September 23, 2022

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

6:00 pm Present, and Future of Fanfic Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room G

11:00 am Writing Believable Medicine in Science Fiction Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - September 25, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

12:00 pm How to Upcycle Found Objects to Create Art Length: 1 hr 



Wyrd Vikings

Replica:  (Viking Reenactors)

The Wyrd Vikings are a volunteer historical preservation group dedicated to the heritage of the Viking Age through 
events to promote learning, education and cultural exchange.

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room G

10:00 am Norse Influence on Our Entertainment Media Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room G

12:00 pm How to Cosplay the Norse Way Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - September 25, 2022

Panel Room G

12:00 pm Wyrd Vikings Fight Demo Length: 2 hrs



Timothy Zahn

Author:  (science fiction, Star Wars)

Timothy Zahn was born in Chicago in 1951 and grew up in the western suburb of
Lombard. He attended Michigan State University, earning a B.S. degree in physics in 1973,
and moved on to the University of Illinois in Champaign-Urbana. He earned a M.S. degree
there, also in physics, in 1975, and continued work toward a doctorate. Also in 1975, he began
a new hobby: writing science fiction. At first a strictly spare-time avocation, over the next
three years he gradually gave more time to it until he sold his first story in December 1978
(“Ernie,” Analog, September 1979). In 1980 he left grad school and began writing full time.
Since then he has published sixty-two novels, over a hundred short stories and
novelettes, and five collections of short fiction. Best known for his sixteen Star Wars novels,
he is also the author of the Quadrail series, the Cobra series, the Conquerors trilogy, the
Sibyl’s War trilogy, and the young-adult Dragonback series.

His latest books are Star Wars: Thrawn Ascendancy Book 1: Chaos Rising; Star Wars:
Thrawn Ascendancy Book 2: Greater Good; Star Wars: Thrawn Ascendancy Book 3: Lesser
Evil; and A Call to Vengeance, the third of the Manticore Ascendant series with David Weber
and Thomas Pope. Upcoming books include The Icarus Plot and A Call to Insurrection with
David Weber and Thomas Pope.

You can contact him at Facebook.com/TimothyZahn.

Friday - September 23, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

3:00 pm How to Write a Multi-book Story Length: 1 hr 

Author Alley

4:00 pm Timothy Zahn Autograph Session Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room G

2:00 pm MASTER TRIVIA CHALLENGE Length: 2 hrs

Author Alley

4:00 pm Timothy Zahn Autograph Session Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - September 25, 2022

Panel Room A: LARP

10:00 am Let's Talk; Star Wars Length: 1 hr 

Author Alley

1:00 pm Vera Nazarian and Timothy Zahn Autograph Session Length: 1 hr 



Brenda Cothern

Author:  (fantasy, paranormal, erotic romance)

Brenda is an international best-selling author and her love for reading fantasy, paranormal, and contemporary erotic 
romance has allowed the voices in her head to come out and play (according to her shrink, this is healthy!). Brenda 
resides in Lakeland, FL with her husband, four cats, a dog, a turtle named Tammy, (only the cats are hers!) 

Friday - September 23, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

8:00 pm Shifters in Fiction: Why We Love Them Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

10:00 am Self Pub: How to Get Started Length: 1 hr 

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

11:00 am Self Pub and Promoting Yourself Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room G

10:00 pm Late Night Erotic Fiction Panel Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - September 25, 2022

Panel Room G

10:00 am How to Combine Romance and Fantasy in Fiction Length: 1 hr 



Chris D. Harben

Industry Guest:  (fan guest, Fannish Name That Tune host)

Chris Harben is a long time fan guest of Necronomicon. He's the host of the Saturday night Fannish Name That 
Tune game and has appeared on various fan panels speaking on fantasy and science fiction TV and movies. 

Friday - September 23, 2022

Panel Room G

6:00 pm How to Get the Most out of Conventions Length: 1 hr 

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

10:00 pm Dishing on the Doctor Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

10:00 pm Fannish Name That Tune Length: 1 hr 



Kendall D.W. Morris

Performer:  (medical science guest, Fan Cabaret Host)

Kendall D.W. Morris's dayjob is as the director of clinical pharmacy at a Tampa Bay area hospital. He has two Ph.Ds 
and is known to his children as "Dr. Google." He grew up in a fannish family that has been involved with 
Necronomicon since it's first year in 1982. 

At Necronomicon, you'll see him on science panels and as the host of our Fan Cabaret. 

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room G

11:00 am Writing Believable Medicine in Science Fiction Length: 1 hr 

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

1:00 pm Changing Genes Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

8:00 pm Fan Cabaret Length: 2 hrs

Panel Room E Main Events

11:00 pm Creatures of the Night Pageant Length: 1 hr 



Jeff Mitchell

Author:  (space science guest)

Jeff Mitchell is a rocket scientist from MIT, a professional writer, photographer and a former Astronaut 
representative. An Astronaut Representative has most of the same training as an Astronaut, and takes their place 
when they can't be there. Jeff spent 28 years working a the Kennedy Space Center. He is currently working on 
his PhD and hass for 25+ years been teaching, and continues to teach for the Florida Institute of Technology, the 
new generation of space enthusiasts. He was Captain of a ship in his Navy career.

Friday - September 23, 2022

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

7:00 pm Are We Alone in the Universe? Length: 1 hr 

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

8:00 pm Earth ws Space Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room G

9:00 pm Presentation and Discussion of the New Webb Telescope Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - September 25, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

10:00 am Jeff Mitchell's Yearly Update on the Space Station and Other Space Stuff Length: 1 hr 

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

11:00 am Urban Planning in the Space Age Length: 1 hr 



Edward Wysocki

Author:  (author and space science guest)

Ed Wysocki is a resident of Orange County. He was employed in the defense industry for many years, but is now 
retired. Ed has self-published three books about science fiction. His most recent book is Out of This World Ideas: 

. He continues to look for more cases where inventions were inspired by works of And the Inventions They Inspired
science fiction. Recently, Ed has been successful in selling a number of articles to Analog Science Fiction and Fact. 
His website is  .www.emwysocki.com

Friday - September 23, 2022

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

7:00 pm Are We Alone in the Universe? Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room G

9:00 pm Presentation and Discussion of the New Webb Telescope Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - September 25, 2022

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

11:00 am Urban Planning in the Space Age Length: 1 hr 

http://www.emwysocki.com/


Mickey Zucker Reichert

Author:  (author, medical science guest)

Mickey Zucker Reichert is a pediatrician, parent to multitudes (at least it seems like that many), bird wrangler, goat 
roper, dog trainer, cat herder, horse rider, and fish feeder who has learned (the hard way) not to let macaws remove 
contact lenses. Also she is the author of twenty-two novels (including the ‘Renshai’, ‘Nightfall’, ‘Barakhai’ and ‘Bifrost’ 
series), one illustrated novella, and fifty-plus short stories. Mickey’s age is a mathematically guarded secret: the 
square root of 8649 minus the hypotenuse of an isosceles right triangle with a side length of 33.941126.

Mickey’s claim to fame is that she has performed brain surgery and ‘my parents really are rocket scientists’.

She has a heart of warm oatmeal for anything living, and cannot seem to say ‘no’ to helping them. She (and her 
husband) have been foster and adoptive parents not only to children but also to every animal from mice to horses, 
including some of the weirder ones like large snakes, llamas, exotic parrots, a squirrel, opossums, foxes, pigs, 
lizards, hermit crabs, peacocks, turkeys, guineas, finches, songbirds, and even rats. They have drawn the line at 
elephants, although they did once have a Newfoundland and a Bernese Mountain dog. Most of their animals have 
come to them as finds, strays, and castoffs.”

 

Friday - September 23, 2022

Panel Room G

6:00 pm How to Get the Most out of Conventions Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room G

10:00 am Norse Influence on Our Entertainment Media Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

12:00 pm How to Write Characters with Disabilities and Their Caretakers Length: 1 hr 



Craig MacDougal

Industry Guest:  (space science guest)

Craig MacDougal is a professional music teacher but his avocation is as an astronomer. He has worked in a swing 
band, and as a science program co-ordinator at the Museum of Science and Indautry (MOSI) in Tampa, Florida. He 
and his lovely wife Candace are currently both teaching music. 

Friday - September 23, 2022

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

7:00 pm Are We Alone in the Universe? Length: 1 hr 

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

8:00 pm Earth ws Space Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room G

9:00 pm Presentation and Discussion of the New Webb Telescope Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

10:00 am How to Make Your Own Music Q&A Length: 1 hr 



JP Corwyn

Author:  (author, musician, singer)

What do you see when you close your eyes? Does your mind conjure more than just images? For JP Corwyn, that 
sense of the click-click-clicking of the world goes far beyond just the visual. Legally blind from birth; Corwyn has 
made a career out of connecting the words and worlds in his head with the hearts and minds of those around him.

A born performer, he sang before he spoke, and declared his intention to pursue music at the ripe old age of five. He 
began writing stories and songs in high school. By the time he’d graduated, he was ready to hit the studio, and 
started touring. JP Corwyn has graced stages from Florida to New York, west to Mississippi, and abroad, overseas.

But Corwyn’s harbored a dark, secret obsession throughout his musical career. He’s spent years building fantasy 
worlds - entire universes for later use in his other driving force – writing fiction.

“For me it’s more like archeology than creation,” Corwyn says. After spending 20+ years unearthing the cultures, 
languages, histories - all the things that bring a world and its people to life - it was time to embark on his epic fantasy 
series The Cycle of Bones. Corwyn’s released the first book in the series – a novella entitled The Dawn of Unions. 
The second book – a novel entitled The Drums of Unrest, and a series soundtrack are slated for release in 2020.

When he’s not writing prose, you can usually find Corwyn on stage, or in the studio. He’s always working on 
something new, but you might catch him at a coffee shop, a game store, or even a medieval fair.

 

Friday - September 23, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

4:00 pm How to Create a Magic System for your Fiction Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

5:00 pm Opening Ceremonies Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room G

8:00 pm JP Corwyn Concert Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

10:00 am How to Make Your Own Music Q&A Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

12:00 pm How to Write Characters with Disabilities and Their Caretakers Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room G

1:00 pm How to Write Good Dialog Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

6:00 pm Cross Platform Storytelling (transmedia) Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

8:00 pm Fan Cabaret Length: 2 hrs



Mark Moore

Industry Guest:  (SF fan, military history expert)

Mark Moore is a long time fan of science fiction and fantasy. He is also an expert on military history and walks five 
miles every day. 

Friday - September 23, 2022

Panel Room G

6:00 pm How to Get the Most out of Conventions Length: 1 hr 



Robert Westerfield

Industry Guest:  (filmmaker, founder Westerfield Studios)

Robert fell in love with the idea of movie making after seeing Star Wars and Wizards. For many years he created 
costumes and props until he was able to work on Shockwave Darkside. During that film he was able to work with 
Dan DeFilippo and the other Producers, learning that part of the craft. This open the the door for him to make his 
own movies. Learning the cost of Live Action Movies, Robert chose the follow the post war Japanese Animation 
Model. You can draw a Castle or Straw Hut or a Space-station for the same price. Westerfield Studios first I.P. was 
purchased in 2015 and started animating.

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

12:00 pm How to Create Convincing Monsters Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

3:00 pm Futurism: What it Means and Why It's Important Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

5:00 pm Westerfield Studios Presents: 3D Animation Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

6:00 pm Cross Platform Storytelling (transmedia) Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

11:00 pm Creatures of the Night Pageant Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - September 25, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

11:00 am Wait Wait Don't Tell Me Length: 1 hr 



Heather Dewey Pettet

Author:  (author, editor, artist)

Heather Dewey Pettet has been involved with writing organizations in Tampa Bay for over 30 years. As a freelance 
editor, she has worked for a nonprofit organization, copyediting and proofreading their membership magazine for 
three years, as well as worked with independent authors and a local independent book publisher. Heather is also 
working on a Fantasy novel, and as an artist, she loves both photography and physical media, mostly working with 
watercolors, stamps, and ink, which she uses to create art cards, mixed media pieces, and other art for sale at local 
cons and her Etsy shop.

Her blog website is    and her  where she https://heatherdeweypettet.wordpress.com/  professional Facebook page
links her news and posts related to living the freelance life. She has a   channel where she hosts live YouTube
creative sprints and creates the occasional filmed and edited content, and also has an   with the tagline: Art Etsy shop
for writers and lovers of fantasy and sci-fi! Whew!

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

12:00 pm How to Write Characters with Disabilities and Their Caretakers Length: 1 hr 

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

2:00 pm Gel Painting (Cthulhu Academy) Length: 2 hrs

Panel Room G

8:00 pm How to Create a Youtube Channel Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - September 25, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

12:00 pm How to Upcycle Found Objects to Create Art Length: 1 hr 

https://heatherdeweypettet.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/WriterHeath/
https://www.youtube.com/c/HeatherDeweyPettet
https://www.etsy.com/shop/HeatherDeweyPettet


Kevin A. Davis

Author:  (writes fantasy and sometimes scary stories)

Kevin A Davis writes Fantasy, especially Urban and Contemporary. His Urban Fantasy series, AngelSong, can be 
found on Amazon, Audible, and Ingram. There might even be a few paperback copies in the rural bookstore that he 
and his wife own. His Khimmer Chronicles series will be available starting late 2022.

Visit his website at  , on FB  , or download a free www.KevinArthurDavis.com www.facebook.com/KevinArthurDavis
ebook of   at Shattered Blood dl.bookfunnel.com/lasx0yv2sr

Friday - September 23, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

4:00 pm How to Create a Magic System for your Fiction Length: 1 hr 

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

10:00 pm Dishing on the Doctor Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

10:00 am Self Pub: How to Get Started Length: 1 hr 

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

11:00 am Self Pub and Promoting Yourself Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - September 25, 2022

Panel Room G

11:00 am Sports and Games in FIction Length: 1 hr 

http://www.kevinarthurdavis.com/
http://www.facebook.com/KevinArthurDavis
https://dl.bookfunnel.com/lasx0yv2sr


Juan Sanmiguel

Industry Guest:  (science fiction fan guest)

Juan describes himsel as "Just an ordinary guy into Science Fiction since I could see Trek." He is a fan of anime, 
science fiction, comics, TV and film. He was con chair orf Oasis in Orlando for many years. You can find him at 
many Florida conventions. He has hosted and participated in panels at Necronomicon. 

He studied computer science at the University of Central Florida and studied electrical engineering at Florida 
International University. 

 

Friday - September 23, 2022

Panel Room G

6:00 pm How to Get the Most out of Conventions Length: 1 hr 

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

10:00 pm Dishing on the Doctor Length: 1 hr 



Robert Koenn

Replica:  (model building aficionado)

Robert is a former Space Shuttle Systems Engineer at NASA - National Aeronautics and Space Administration

June 1979 to December 31, 2011

These days, he spends much of his spare time buiding models. He has a large collection of his work. He'll be sharing 
ihis tips and tricks with fans at Necronomicon.

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

11:00 am Model Rocket Building Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

1:00 pm Classic Monster Models & How to Best Build Them Length: 1 hr 

https://www.facebook.com/NASA


Gene Valedo

Convention:  (science guest, "Real Life Zombies" presentation)

Gene describes himself on Facebook as a grumpy old gamer but he's better known as a long time science fiction 
fan. He also has a strong intereet real life zombies. He'll be giving a presentation on them at Necronomicon.

He occasionally experiments with things best left alone.

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room G

4:00 pm Real Life Zombies Length: 1 hr 



Brad AIken

Author:  (Author, physician)

Brad Aiken is a physician specializing in rehabilitation medicine and has long had a
fascination for how advances in medical technology may influence our future. After
graduating from medical school he became interested in how medicine and science
fiction influence each other, and has presented at numerous medical conferences, science
fiction conventions, and at the 2014 meeting of the World Future Society. His short
fiction has appeared in various publications including Asimov’s Science Fiction, Analog
Science Fiction and Fact, and Small Doses of the Future, a collection of short medical SF
published by Springer as part of their Science and Fiction series. Novels include the
medical techno-thriller Mind Fields and the adventure series Starscape.

Friday - September 23, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

3:00 pm How to Write a Multi-book Story Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room G

11:00 am Writing Believable Medicine in Science Fiction Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

12:00 pm How to Write Characters with Disabilities and Their Caretakers Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

3:00 pm Futurism: What it Means and Why It's Important Length: 1 hr 



Douglas Ford

Author

Douglas Ford’s collection of weird fiction, Ape in the Ring and Other Tales of the Macabre and Uncanny, was 
published by Madness Heart Press in 2020, earning praise from Owl Goingback, who called it “a must have 
collection for every horror library.” Ford followed this collection with The Beasts of Vissaria County, a novel released 
by D&T Publishing in 2021. His novella, The Reattachment, appeared in 2019 courtesy of Madness Heart Press, and 
that same press released Little Lugosi (A Love Story) in 2022. Future publications include The Infection Party and 
Other Stories of Dis-Ease from D&T Publishing.

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room G

1:00 pm How to Write Good Dialog Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

2:00 pm How to Keep it Funny Length: 1 hr 



Joe Belcastro

Actor:  (actor/author)

Joe Belcastro is a former WWE head writer/producer, retired journalist, and with the publication of his debut novel 
, a current author. Having written, produced, and directed all forms of storytelling content, Joe’s DOMINATURE

experiences has taught him vital skills to adapt within the entertainment industry.

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

6:00 pm Cross Platform Storytelling (transmedia) Length: 1 hr 



Tanja Diederich

Industry Guest:  (space science guest)

Tanja Diederich worked as an Astronomer for 15 years.  She currently teaches high school Earth-Space and 
Forensic Science.  She has a small business called Starsplitter Adventures.  She loves to explore the night school 
and considers herself a space junky.  She loves Sci FI and Horror. 

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Elevator Lobby

8:00 pm Skywatching with Tanja Length: 1 hr 



Kendall F. Morris

Author:  (medical science guest, neuroscience research)

Kendall F. Morris is one of the founders of Necronomicon. When he's not thinking about sailing or science fiction, 
he's thinking about neuroscience. He is semi-retired but continues his research at the University of South Florida 
where he is a professor in the College of Medicine.

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

2:00 pm How to Keep it Funny Length: 1 hr 

Panel Room E Main Events

11:00 pm Creatures of the Night Pageant Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - September 25, 2022

Palm (Upstairs Panel Room)

11:00 am Urban Planning in the Space Age Length: 1 hr 



Valerie Willis

Author:  (Author COO 4 Horseman Publications)

Valerie Willis is the Chief Operating Officer for ., an expert digital typesetter, and a 4 Horsemen Publications, Inc
Fantasy Paranormal Romance author based out of Central Florida.  When writing, she loves crafting novels with 
elements inspired by mythology, superstitions, legends, folklore, fairy tales, and history. As Chief Operating Officer, 
she oversees the design of all books including covers, typesets, and author branding where she pulls in creative 
print design while making versatile eBooks.

You can find her hosting workshops or attending as a guest speaker at many events (MegaCon, DragonCon, OCLS 
Writers Conference, Florida Writers Conference, Author Learning Center, SavvyAuthors, Women in Publishing 
Summit, etc.). She has been on panels with best-selling authors from Peter David to Delilah Dawson sharing her 
expertise in novel writing, research for fiction, worldbuilding, character development, book design, reader immersion 
and more. You can also find her co-hosting on occasion on the  speaking with Drinking with Authors Podcast
Jonathan Maberry, Heather Graham, Megan Mackie, and many more on their own journeys of becoming an author!

Her Award-Winning Dark Fantasy Paranormal Romance, , is a wonderful blend of genres that The Cedric Series
appeal to a wide range of readers described as “dramatic, lustful, and fantasy fulfilling.” The motto here is: “No 
immortal is beyond the ailments of man” and that includes powerful creatures, demons, witches, and Gods 
themselves! Many of the monsters presented in the content is derived from Medieval Bestiaries and adds a fun flavor 
of new yet deeply rooted assortment of creatures such as Coin Iotair, Shag Foal, Cynocephali, and many more.

For readers looking for fantasy male x male romance check out her pen name under  with the TV.C. Willis raibon 
 starting with books T  and . If you are looking for steamy Family Saga he Prince’s Priest The Priest’s Assassin

paranormal erotica, chase down  and modern tellings of Fairy tales with .Urban Legends Honey Cummings

In 2020, she joined  to bring over a decade of typesetting skills and industry 4 Horsemen Publications, Inc.
knowledge to the table. Nothing is more rewarding for her than making fellow author’s dreams come to life in 
physical format. Designing and writing books has been a longtime passion since childhood of hers and she 
continues to inspire and encourage authors around the world whenever possible.

Friday - September 23, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

8:00 pm Shifters in Fiction: Why We Love Them Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room G

10:00 pm Late Night Erotic Fiction Panel Length: 1 hr 



JM Paquette

Author:  (Klauden's Ring series, Conjuring Fascination Series)

Author of the  and the Conjuring Fascination series,  writes fantasy and Klauden’s Ring Saga JM Paquette
paranormal romance novels. When she isn’t writing, she can be found teaching English to college students as Dr. 

 or watching her favorite Russian shifter romance movie, . Her areas of expertise include the Paquette  I Am Dragon
history of the English language and the intricacies of grammatical rules, but her favorite class to teach is on Lord of 

. (If you’ve ever wondered why English is a crazy language, watch her video series on YouTube under the Rings
Editor JMPaquette!) She enjoys editing manuscripts for academic and creative writers alike, and she adores tabletop 
roleplaying (THAC0, anyone?) where her halfling ranger/Twi’lek adept/vampire wizard/[insert race and class here] is 
often underestimated. You can also find her guest co-hosting the podcast --even though she Drinking with Authors
doesn’t drink, she loves getting to know fellow authors!

Check out  at and , on Twitter @authorjmp and JM Paquette authorjmpaquette.com 4horsemenpublications.com
@editorjmp13, and as Author JM Paquette on Facebook and Instagram.

Friday - September 23, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

8:00 pm Shifters in Fiction: Why We Love Them Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room G

10:00 pm Late Night Erotic Fiction Panel Length: 1 hr 

http://authorjmpaquette.com
http://4horsemenpublications.com


Laura Banks

Actor:  (actor/author)

Laura Banks is an actress and the bestselling author of *Embracing Your Big
Fat Ass, an Owner's Manual*. She made her screen debut in “*Star Trek II,
the Wrath of Khan*” and went on to write five books, host her own show on
SyFy and star in three films for Roger Corman. She is an accomplished
stand-up comic and improviser with Whoopi Goldberg. Her new comedic memoir,
“*Close Encounters with Captain Kirk, the Making of the Wrath of Khan and
the Rest of It*” comes out in early October, 2023. Laura's other popular
books include: *Breaking the Rules* and *Love Online.*
 

Saturday - September 24, 2022

Panel Room E Main Events

2:00 pm How to Keep it Funny Length: 1 hr 



ALL HOURS: REGISTRATION, ART SHOW, AND VENDORS

FRIDAY - SEPTEMBER 23, 2022

10:00 am TIMES FOR REGISTRATION, ART SHOW and VENDORS ROOM Length: 12 hrs

The hours listed at the right only reflect the hours for Friday. The convention is way more than 12 hours! :) REGISTRATION Friday 10 a.m. to 
10 p.m. Saturday 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Sunday 10 a.m to Noon VENDORS ROOM (room D) Friday Noon to 7 p.m. Saturday 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
Sunday 10 a.m to 4 p.m. ART SHOW Friday Noon to 7 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. Sunday 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Author and Artist Alley times 
are the sema at the Venders and Art Show times.



ATRIUM

SATURDAY - SEPTEMBER 24, 2022

12:00 pm Necronomicon Photo Shoot Length: 8 hrs

Get your photos taken in costume or just in convention-wear. Your favorite is free and you can purchase the whole set if you choose. The 
proceeds go to our charity Kids and Canines. Stop by and make an appointment to fit your schedule. The hours are noon to 8 p.m. Saturday of 
the con.



ELEVATOR LOBBY

SATURDAY - SEPTEMBER 24, 2022

3:00 pm Cosplay Parade and Outdoor Photo Op Length: 1 hr 

Join in our cosplay parade and show off your delightful cosplays to folks around the con and take a little stroll ourdoors where there are some 
great places for taking photos. Meet in the Elevator Lobby at 3 p.m. Our parade guide will lead the way.

8:00 pm Skywatching with Tanja Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Tanja Diederich
Join astronomer Tanja Diederich for some star viewing. You'll get information and the fun of looking through a telescope. Meet by the elevators 
and one of Tanja's helpers will come to guide you to the skywatching area outside.



GAMING ROUNDTABLES - PANELS ONLY

FRIDAY - SEPTEMBER 23, 2022

6:00 pm Learn to Roleplay (ttRPGs) Length: 2 hrs

Learn to Role Play You see them in your favorite local game store or comic book store. They saunter into the library and into a back room. 
They carry books, maps, figures, bags of dice and other items and when they come out, they are cheering their victory over a monstrous hoard 
or licking their wounds (or carrying their dead) from some evil boss monster. Either way, they always look like they are having fun. You have 

 wanted to play, to bask in that glory or scheme on how you can defeat that whose name shall never be spoken. You have hovered and always
watched as the GM describes the terrain and draws a sketchy map, as the players place their figures around the monster(s), and they roll their 
dice to see who moves first. The warrior tops the list and screams her battle cry, makes her move and rolls her dice and…..(now for the real 
fun part) …. now she declares her roll, scans her character sheet to add her modifiers for this weapon and declares the total. The Game 
master (who is running the monsters) looks up the monsters sheet or stats. Okay, *mumble mumble* , add the , carry the one. “You DEX
missed.” “Wait, does it matter that this weapon does electrical damage? No? How about that it’s keen, or hallowed?”, the warrior pleads to no 
avail. The GM smiles. It is the monster’s turn and behind his screen, he rolls the dice for the monster. “You attacked it, it attacks back. Does a 
24 hit your ?” (“What is an “, you think to yourself?) “Of course”, she says. “No! Wait! the bard was singing. THAT gave everyone within AC AC
30 feet +2 to their AC, so NO. HAH! You missed!” The GM stands up and looks at the map. He counts the squares, “5, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35… 
nope, you moved out of range of the bard song. The monster appears to take a big breath and then breaths all over you while whipping its tail 
and clawing at you. You take…… 58 points of damage.” While this exchange is going on, another player has scanned through 3 books. “Wait! I’
ve battled a monster like this before. It says right here that ‘a scryringer cannot make both a breath attack and a tail attack at the same time’, 
so ….” The GM raises his hand. “This is a hybrid, an ancient with legendary abilities. He can to”, says the GM and an argument ensues. Your 
eyes glaze over as they start talking about this table, , ,  rolls,  and more terms. They use this and that book AC THACO dodging inspiration
and this roll versus that roll. Sure, it looked like fun, but…. it also looks WAY too confusing to have to remember all those rules, so you have 
just given up trying to get into a group to play. Well, no more I say! Hi, my name is Jim and I have been playing and running RPGs for over 30 
years. For the past 10 years, I have built and ran what I call demo or lite games at a large gaming convention (Gencon) where I put the players 
in their favorite TV episode like “ , “ , “ , and “ . Recently, I’ve discovered a new gaming system Doctor Who” Star Trek” Heroes” Stargate (SG-99)”
called the “ ” which is used to run “ ” and “ “. I run intro style games for players with little to no Cypher System Numenera The Strange
experience (don’t worry, game veterans, I have enough excitement in there for you too). At conventions like Gencon, I even get “repeat” 
players who come back year after year to see what I’ve come up with. I take the systems, break them down into simple components and teach 
them in a fun and interactive way. I use systems like GURPS (which can be very complex with lots of tables) OR more simple systems like the 
Cypher system. I teach people the basics of the systems needed to play. If you have ever wanted to play, but were too worried about the 
complexity, too worried about doing something wrong and getting the entire party killed, or felt like there was no way to get into a group, then 
this is for you. I run these sessions or seminars as “So you want play in a RPG”. This is a completely interactive and immersive session for 
beginners who always wanted to TRY RPGs. Here we will talk about different gaming styles, different systems, types of characters, gender 
bending (I am a girl, but want to play a guy or visa-versa (Note: This will depend on the ages of participants)), dice rolling (roll high or low, 
depends on the system) and the best type to use. We can pick a system and create “lite” characters and then put them into action. I will have 
extra dice and pencils and paper for everyone. So… The rogue can try his or her skills at getting the party through a small labyrinth (where a 
monster or two MIGHT reside). The wizard can cast spells and the fighter swing their sword. OR The farm boy can sell his speeder and take 
flight into the stars with a rogue pilot lead by a magi-master. OR Your sailing ship can come across a sunken treasure, only to discover during 
the dive a portal into an underwater city where the inhabitants know nothing of the outside world. The possibilities are endless, just listen to the 
GM and follow your imagination. So, who is interested? Who wants to come over to the dark side, step through the gate, swim through the 
portal and find their heroic story sung for the ages?

SATURDAY - SEPTEMBER 24, 2022

11:00 am Chef Bolgg and the Pirate Captain's Recipes for Everything LIVE! Length: 2 hrs

LOCK UP YOUR RUM, LOCK UP YOUR MUM, AND BOLGG IS REAL DUMB! WE'RE HERE TO DO A THING! We are Chef Bolgg and the 
Pirate Captain's Recipes for Everything, Chef Bolgg's, the Pirate Captain's, and Loc the Bard's Dungeons and Dragons podcast focused on 
discussing rules, homebrew, and more! In our first convention appearance, we will walk around the convention and hope to mingle with our 
fellow lovers of the world's greatest roleplaying game! With your permission, we would love to interview our fellow con-goers on various topics 
to be featured in an upcoming episode of our podcast. We'll also have small giveaways and goodies with us, so be sure to say hi when you 
see us in our podcast t-shirts around the convention!

3:00 pm Chef Bolgg and the Pirate Captain's Panel for Everything Length: 1 hr 

The Crew from Chef Bolgg and the Pirate Captain's Recipes for Everything podcast want you to be a part of an episode! In this panel, we 
engage in a Dungeons and Dragons discussion and Q&A session with panel goers, as well as a general AMA about our podcast and D&D 
experiences. With your permission, we will take your answers and include them in an upcoming episode of our podcast!

6:00 pm Learn to GM (Game Master) Length: 2 hrs

You have been around the table, playing all sorts of characters, but what's it like to be on the other side (of the GM screen)? How can I run a 
game? Do I have to do all the voices? How much prep work is involved? What if they don't like me? I've heard those and MANY more 
questions in my 20 year career as a GM in many game systems. I will bring those answers and many more in this interactive session of 
learning to GM. And, if I don't know the answer, I'll make something up. No, seriously.... Improv is definately a GM skill and will be discussed 
broadly. Other topics we may cover are:

Improv - What if my players want to go road, into an area I did not plan?
Pre-planner adventures vs world building
NPCs - how to keep track of them and interact with the players



Interparty conflicts and how to handle them
Min-Maxers - How to play to their strengths and weaknesses
Gender-bending - How to deal with players who like to cross over
Maps, terrain, and mini's
Adding flavor that your players will enjoy
Codes of conduct and Consent Checklists - Avoiding offending or triggering a player
... anything else you as a potential GM might encounter or want to ask

This panel will be hosted by me, GrandmasterJim and perhps a colleage or two. We will cover many of these points in an interactive 
discussion where you can bring your questions and hopefully leave knowing that you can be a game master for your group, or improve your 
your GMing skills.



HOTEL RESTAURANT

FRIDAY - SEPTEMBER 23, 2022

10:00 pm Ygor/Igor Party and Ghourmet Bheer and Cider Tasting Length: 2 hrs

Join us for the annual Ygor/Igor Party. Choose your camp. Are you an Ygor or an Igor? Beer and cider tasting is a special part of this event. 
Proof of age is required to taste the beverages.



PALM (UPSTAIRS PANEL ROOM)

FRIDAY - SEPTEMBER 23, 2022

3:00 pm Necronomicon Board Game Jam 2022 Length: 2 hrs

Necronomicon Board Game Jam 2022: Presented by RESO Tampa Bring your biggest brain and your best collaborators for this year’s Board 
Game Jam.
Participants group into teams of up to 5 members and are tasked with creating the best game they can! Starting with the kickoff panel on 
Friday to the judging panel on Sunday, groups are provided the materials, themes, and stipulations needed to get their creative juices flowing. 
For Example: Past themes have included “Games for Fish” and “Florida’s Urban Legends. Previous stipulations include “No dice rolling for 
movement” and “must include a deck building element”. These stipulations act as a catalyst for ingenuity and as a box to think outside of. The 
winning games will be collaboratively polished throughout the year and professionally produced to be added to Necronomicon’s Permanent 
Board Gaming Library.

6:00 pm Present, and Future of Fanfic Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Thomas Macheski
Fanfic is on Goodreads and Ao3 has four million subscribers. Where does it go from here? Audience participation is encouraged. Host: Debra 
Hicks

7:00 pm Are We Alone in the Universe? Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Jeff Mitchell, Edward Wysocki, Craig MacDougal
Astronomers have been scouring the universe for places where water worlds might have given rise to life, from Europa and Mars in our solar 
system to planets many light years away. Host: Craig MacDougal

8:00 pm Earth ws Space Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Allan Dyen-Shapiro, Jeff Mitchell, Craig MacDougal
Should research that tackles problem (such as climate change) be prioritised over space research? Host: Jeff Mitchell

9:00 pm Son of Trivia Trick or Treat Length: 1 hr 

Son of Trivia Trick or Treat: Three contestants face off in a round-robin trivia game where the only thing wilder than the questions is the panel 
of experts offering help. The audience gets in on the act too! Saturday, September 24 at 7 p.m. Host: Bruns

10:00 pm Dishing on the Doctor Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Allan Dyen-Shapiro, Chris D. Harben, Kevin A. Davis, Juan Sanmiguel
There's a lot to talk about in the Whoverse with Ncuti Gatwa as the new doctor and the return of Russell T. Davies as showrunner. Audience 
participation is encouraged. Host: Chris D. Harben

SATURDAY - SEPTEMBER 24, 2022

10:00 am Self Pub: How to Get Started Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Vera Nazarian, Brenda Cothern, Kevin A. Davis
Our authors give you the low-down on how to plot a story that is being told in more than one novel. Audience questions are encouraged. Host: 
Kevin A. Davis

11:00 am Self Pub and Promoting Yourself Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Vera Nazarian, Brenda Cothern, Kevin A. Davis
One of the biggest problems for self pub authors is getting the word out about their works., Our panel tells you how they do it and answers your 
questions. Host: Tracy Zielinski

12:00 pm How to Create Convincing Monsters Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Richard Lee Byers, Will Ludwigsen, Robert Westerfield
Four writers who have written about a lot of monsters, help you create ones that will delight and scare the bejeezus out of your readers. This 
applies to fan fiction as well as professional fiction. Host: Will Ludwigsen



1:00 pm Changing Genes Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Madison Metricula Roberts, Allan Dyen-Shapiro, Kendall D.W. Morris
How far can an organism’s genome be changed? What are the possibilities, ethics, and outcomes of tinkering with genomes, including our 
own? Host:Allan Dyen-Shapiro

2:00 pm Gel Painting (Cthulhu Academy) Length: 2 hrs

Guests:  Heather Dewey Pettet
Intro to Gel Printing: A Demo with Inks and Watercolor The art of gelatin printmaking has been around for over a hundred years and was 
initially used to print photographs. Modern gel presses can be bought at craft stores, and most types of media work with gel presses. There are 
a variety of shapes and sizes of gel printing plates, and can even be made at home. Heather will demonstrate a select few printmaking 
techniques using a variety of inks and watercolor paints on small gel printing plates of various shapes.Host: Heather Dewey Pettet

4:00 pm Feel Good TV Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Richard Lee Byers
What do you watch when you need cheering up? We'll discuss such shows as "Ted Lasso," "What We Do in the Shadows," and "The Good 
Place." This is going to be a great place to get suggestions for things you've not already seen. This is a fan panel and everyone is encouraged 
to join in the discussion. Host: Ann Morris

6:00 pm The Joust Us League: Presented by RESO Tampa Length: 4 hrs

The Joust Us League: Presented by RESO Tampa Fresh off of the success of tournaments at Metro Con and the surrounding community, The 
Joust Us League is back with more Johann Sebastian ACTION. Join us for a tournament the likes of which many have seen before, but this 
time, at NECRONOMICON.
For more information of how to play watch this video: https://youtu.be/c2Ei9fgFAOs

SUNDAY - SEPTEMBER 25, 2022

10:00 am Crossing Genres Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Jose Pablo Iriarte, William Hatfield, Elle E. Ire
Can cross-over books ever be the best in either field? Will an SF novel ever win an Edgar? Do crossovers get a bigger audience (all SF plus 
all mystery fans) or a smaller one (only mystery fans who like SF)? Host: Elle E. Ire

11:00 am Urban Planning in the Space Age Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Jeff Mitchell, Edward Wysocki, Kendall F. Morris
In the colonies of the future, who will be responsible for planning what the city looks like and how it develops? Is this a job for engineers, for the 
civil service, or someone else? What factors should be considered? Host: Kendall F. Morris

12:00 pm Remedial Triivia Length: 1 hr 

This is trivia for those who want a game for we who are not trivia experts but who do know some nerdy things. :) Host: Dean Dryer

1:00 pm Necronomicon Board Game Jam 2022 Length: 1 hr 

Necronomicon Board Game Jam 2022: Presented by RESO Tampa Bring your biggest brain and your best collaborators for this year’s Board 
Game Jam.
Participants group into teams of up to 5 members and are tasked with creating the best game they can! Starting with the kickoff panel on 
Friday to the judging panel on Sunday, groups are provided the materials, themes, and stipulations needed to get their creative juices flowing. 
For Example: Past themes have included “Games for Fish” and “Florida’s Urban Legends. Previous stipulations include “No dice rolling for 
movement” and “must include a deck building element”. These stipulations act as a catalyst for ingenuity and as a box to think outside of. The 
winning games will be collaboratively polished throughout the year and professionally produced to be added to Necronomicon’s Permanent 
Board Gaming Library.



PANEL ROOM A: LARP

FRIDAY - SEPTEMBER 23, 2022

7:00 pm Taskmaster: Necronomicon Edition Length: 2 hrs

Taskmaster Stone Hill staging / prize task: Bring the best shakeable item you're willing to let go home with someone else to the LARP room 
at 7 p.m. Whoever brings the best five shakeable items will be selected to compete in . You must be available to play Taskmaster Stone Hill
until 9 p.m. Your time starts now. Hosts: Bruns, Faber  Five contestants selected by Stone Hill's own Taskmaster Taskmaster Stone Hill:
complete ridiculous tasks for points in an homage to the international hit TV show "Taskmaster." Friday, September 23 8 p.m. Hosts: Bruns, 
Faber

10:00 pm The Hunted Length: 2 hrs

The Invaders have come. The did not come in peace, as many had expected; they came to colonize, exploit the planet for their own purposes, 
and to hunt and exterminate the indigenous race.
They are blind, but their hearing is excellent. They hunt by sound and echo-location. 
They are excellent hunters.
Now they are hunting you, and they can hear you. They hear you breathe, your heartbeat, your movement.
You and the others are unarmed and trapped in a room with one of the Invaders.
And they have no reservations about shooting you.
To survive, you must remain as quiet as possible as the Invader stalks the room, searching for remaining humans. You can see them, but they 
cannot see you. Your mission is to survive long enough for reinforcements to arrive.

SATURDAY - SEPTEMBER 24, 2022

10:00 am Let's Talk: Firefly: the Brave Little Show that Could Length: 1 hr 

Join fellow fans to talk about this show we love and just won't let go of. Host: Ann Morris

11:00 am Let's Talk: The Orville Length: 1 hr 

Some people say "The Orville" is the best "Star Trek" ever. Joiin fellow Orville fans to talk about what you love about this show. Open 
discussion. Just grab a chair and start chatting.

12:00 pm Biting the Hand Length: 1 hr 

Some fans are hating the new shows and movies. Why? Hosted by Deb Hicks

1:00 pm Round Robin Storytime Length: 2 hrs

Guests:  William Hatfield
This is a sit on the floor event, so bring a pillow if your bum needs a cushion. Your storytime leader will give you a character, setting, and an 
object that must be included in the story. Then you'll take it away. We'll get you someone who tells stories for a liveing to get you started.but 
where the story goes from there is up to you. everyone gets to add to the story. Host: Ann Morris

3:00 pm Newsflash - Smut Dominates Fanfic Length: 1 hr 

Sex sells, even when it is free. Come discuss why smut is the largest category of fanfic. Hosted by Deb Hicks

5:00 pm World of Darkness LARP Length: 7 hrs

Hosted by: Sam Levine After the Sun Sets Games to host a Historical World of Darkness LARP set in the 1600s England. The early years of 
Henry the 8th. Saturday night only from 5pm till very late. To include Vampires, Werewolves, Changelings, and Mages. Running in the MET 
system created by By Night Studios. *Registration for this LARP will be available from 10am on Friday through Saturday right up until games 
start. Visit the game registration table in front of LARP HQ…

SUNDAY - SEPTEMBER 25, 2022

12:00 am Necronomicon After Dark - Moonlight Rave Length: 2 hrs

Our DJ will spin a wide selection of music for your listening and dancing pleasure. Starting at midnight and running into the wee hours of 
Sunday morning, with all the things that go bump in the night. Come join the monsters and mayhem to raise your spirits and maybe the dead 
too! Glow sticks, toys, and blacklights will light the way on our musical adventure led by DJ Jim!  While we are THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND
open to all manner of monster, nobody likes a creep, here is some advice to keep in mind so everyone can enjoy their night.



The dance can get loud. If you enjoy the atmosphere but are concerned about the volume, please take precautions to protect your 
hearing.
Hydrate! We promise the air conditioning is turned up as high as it will go. Nevertheless, it can get warm quickly if you dance a lot.
Please limit requests. If you don’t like the music right now, remember that something different will probably happen sooner rather than 
later. If you do like the music, make sure you let our DJ know!

10:00 am Let's Talk; Star Wars Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Timothy Zahn
Come chat about everything Star Wars. Author Timothy Zahn will be there to chat with you.

11:00 am Common Questions from New Fanfic Writers Length: 2 hrs

Who, what, when, and where is only the start of your fanfic writing journey. Come ask and answer questions from fanfic writers online and live. 
Hosted by Deb Hicks

1:00 pm Son of Trivia Trick or Treat Length: 1 hr 

Son of Trivia Trick or Treat: Three contestants face off in a round-robin trivia game where the only thing wilder than the questions is the panel 
of experts offering help. The audience gets in on the act too! Saturday, September 24 at 7 p.m. Host: Bruns



PANEL ROOM E MAIN EVENTS

FRIDAY - SEPTEMBER 23, 2022

3:00 pm How to Write a Multi-book Story Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  William Hatfield, Elle E. Ire, Timothy Zahn, Brad AIken
Some stories just can't be told in one book. Our panel discusses who you keep the interest going and how you plot a multi-book story. Host: 
Brad Aiken

4:00 pm How to Create a Magic System for your Fiction Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Vera Nazarian, Richard Lee Byers, Kat Heckenbach, JP Corwyn, Kevin A. Davis
Here's your chance to ask our panel questions about how you can make a magic system seem real and conssstant in your fiction. Host: Kat 
Heckenbach

5:00 pm Opening Ceremonies Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Madison Metricula Roberts, Vera Nazarian, JP Corwyn
Join us for opening ceremonies. We'll introduce our guests of honor and give you an overview of what to expect during the weekend. We'll 
have music and refreshments too. Host: Ann Morris

6:00 pm Ultimate Geek Length: 2 hrs

Join us for fun and games of the geekiest nature.

8:00 pm Shifters in Fiction: Why We Love Them Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Brenda Cothern, Valerie Willis, JM Paquette
Your hero changes form when they get emotional, or the moon comes out, or just becasue they can. Shifter fiction is having a boom time right 
now. Find out why it is so popular and how authors make you suspend your disbelief. Host: Valerie Willis

9:00 pm Metricula Concert Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Madison Metricula Roberts
Join our filk guest of honor for an hour of music and fun.

10:00 pm Divine Madness Players Length: 2 hrs

Divine Madness is a comedy Sci-Fi show featuring skits and short plays.

SATURDAY - SEPTEMBER 24, 2022

12:00 am Turn Around It’s Me: the Search for Kilted Creature’s Brother Length: 1 hr 

Join us at midnight Friday for our special creature feature. This film was partly produced in Florida and it is a sequel to a sequel of "The 
Monster from the Black Lagoon." Check out the trailer here: https://youtu.be/lp1FyvQFQSQ

10:00 am How to Make Your Own Music Q&A Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Madison Metricula Roberts, Craig MacDougal, JP Corwyn
Our musical guests will answer your questions about creating your own music and give tips to help you make your performances great. Host: 
Craig MacDougal

11:00 am Model Rocket Building Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Robert Koenn
Are you a fan of rockets, any kind of rockets? Join Robert Koenn, model rocket guru. He'll clue you in on how to create your own fleet of spiffy 
rocket models to enhance your own geekosphere.

12:00 pm How to Write Characters with Disabilities and Their Caretakers Length: 1 hr 



Guests:  Mickey Zucker Reichert, JP Corwyn, Heather Dewey Pettet, Brad AIken
Representation is important and our panel explains how they approach writing about disabilities and caretaking. Host: Heather Dewey Pettet

1:00 pm Classic Monster Models & How to Best Build Them Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Robert Koenn
Do you like classic monsters, do you like monster toys? Then come to my panel on how to build a classic model kit of your favorite monsters. I 
started this hobby when I was a kid in the ‘60s and while giving it up for many years I returned to it about 15 years ago. I will display a few 
models I have built and show a basic kit and how I go about assembling it and describe how I paint it. This season of the year this is 
particularly appropriate. Host: Robert Koenn

2:00 pm How to Keep it Funny Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Madison Metricula Roberts, Vera Nazarian, Will Ludwigsen, Douglas Ford, Kendall F. Morris, Laura 
Banks
Our author guests give you advice on how to create humor that is relavent to your fiction. They tell you how they do it for theirs. Audience 
questions encouraged. Host: Kendall F. Morris

3:00 pm Futurism: What it Means and Why It's Important Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Allan Dyen-Shapiro, Robert Westerfield, Brad AIken
Have you heard the term "futurism" and wondered what it is? You can find out from our panelists. It means more for you than you might know. 
Host: Brad Aiken

4:00 pm Metricula Concert Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Madison Metricula Roberts
Join our filk guest of honor for an hour of music and fun.

5:00 pm Westerfield Studios Presents: 3D Animation Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Robert Westerfield
Westerfield Studios is local to the Tampa Bay Area. Robert Westerfield and his team give you the lowdown on how they create 3D animation.

6:00 pm Cross Platform Storytelling (transmedia) Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Richard Lee Byers, William Hatfield, JP Corwyn, Robert Westerfield, Joe Belcastro
Robert Westerfield will guide you through what Cross Platform Storytelling is and how you achieve it.

7:00 pm Whose Line is it Anyway? Length: 1 hr 

"Whose Line is it Anyway: The Necronomicon Edition. If you love the long-running CW Improv Comedy series, you 'll love our fannish take on 
it. With lots of audience participation, it will be an hour of uproarious fun." Host: Dean Dryer, actors: Teri Sears and Perry Bruns

8:00 pm Fan Cabaret Length: 2 hrs

Guests:  Madison Metricula Roberts, Kendall D.W. Morris, JP Corwyn
Wanna share your talent with your fellow fans? Wanna show off your cosplay? Wanna see other people do these things? We’ve got just the 
thing for you. Join us for our Fan Cabaret Saturday night at 8 p.m. This is not a contest and those who want to be on stage don’t even need to 
sign up ahead of time. We hope to see you there.Host: Kendall D. Morris

10:00 pm Fannish Name That Tune Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Chris D. Harben
Think you know science fiction, fantasy, and horror music. Test your chops in this fannish version of the game show "Name that Tune." The 
rules are simple and there are prizes for first, second, and third place. Your host, Chris Harben, will be your musical guide.

11:00 pm Creatures of the Night Pageant Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Richard Lee Byers, Kendall D.W. Morris, Robert Westerfield, Kendall F. Morris
Have you ever wanted to participate in a pageant but didn’t want to spend the money for formalwear and new bathing suits? We have just the 
pageant for you. Saturdany night at 11 p.m. you can watch or participate in our Creatures of the Night Pageant. Those who want to be 



contestants will be called to the stage and asked to show off their cosplays. Then, they’ll be asked a question that will help our audience 
decide if they should be our official Creature of the Night. This is the easiest pageant there ever was. Hint: You don’t even have to wear a 
cosplay. :) Just show up and join the fun. MC: Kendall D. Morris

SUNDAY - SEPTEMBER 25, 2022

12:00 am Late Night Movie: Barbarella Length: 1 hr 

If you've never seen this syfy classic starring Jane Fonda, you need to. If you have seen it, you know you want to see it again.

10:00 am Jeff Mitchell's Yearly Update on the Space Station and Other Space 
Stuff

Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Jeff Mitchell
Join Jeff for his slide show presentatoin on the International Space Station. Audience questions are encouraged.

11:00 am Wait Wait Don't Tell Me Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Madison Metricula Roberts, Richard Lee Byers, Brandy Stark, Robert Westerfield
Join host Perry Bruns for our fannish version of the well known game show. Audience participation is encouraged.

12:00 pm How to Upcycle Found Objects to Create Art Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Brandy Stark, Kat Heckenbach, Thomas Macheski, Heather Dewey Pettet
In this age of the need to upcycle and recycle, why not apply those concepts to your art. Our artist panelists will share how they do it and how 
you can too. Host: Thomas Macheski

2:00 pm Eye Scream Social & Yard Sale Length: 1 hr 

Come have a tasty treat and get some geeky goodies at yard sale prices.



PANEL ROOM G

FRIDAY - SEPTEMBER 23, 2022

2:00 pm How to Knit with Rosemarie Length: 2 hrs

Have you wanted to learn to knit but needed a teacher?. Well, we've got one of the best with us at Necronomicon. Come join us for a good old 
knitting know how session Friday afternoon at two.

6:00 pm How to Get the Most out of Conventions Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Chris D. Harben, Mickey Zucker Reichert, Mark Moore, Juan Sanmiguel
Whether you are new to conventions or an experienced con goer, it's fun to talk about cons and how to get the most out of them Audience 
participation is encouraged. Host: Chris D. Harben

7:00 pm Intro to Filk Length: 1 hr 

Have you ever wondered what was going on that room that seemed to have people sitting in a circle singing at a con? They are filking. Come 
find out what filk is and maybe even join in a song or two. It's fun. Give it a go.

8:00 pm JP Corwyn Concert Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  JP Corwyn
JP Corwyn sings songs based on his book series. He writes his own soundtracks for his books as well as the songs based on them.

9:00 pm Presentation and Discussion of the New Webb Telescope Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Jeff Mitchell, Edward Wysocki, Craig MacDougal
Crraig MacDougal presents a slide show and our panel then discusses what we hope to learn from the Webb telescope.

10:00 pm Fan Media Length: 1 hr 

Fan fiction, videos, art, music. We'll talk about it all. Get recs and give recs. Bring your art to show us. Audience participation is encouraged. 
Host: Debra Hicks

11:00 pm Late Night Open Filk Length: 1 hr 

SATURDAY - SEPTEMBER 24, 2022

10:00 am Norse Influence on Our Entertainment Media Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Richard Lee Byers, Will Ludwigsen, Wyrd Vikings, Mickey Zucker Reichert
From Marvel's Thor to "The Almighty Johnsons" and "Valhalla," a Norse influence has been popular in our watching and reading. Wyrd Vikings 
and our authors Will Ludwigsen and Richard Lee Byers discuss why this is so. Audience questions are encouraged.

11:00 am Writing Believable Medicine in Science Fiction Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Allan Dyen-Shapiro, Thomas Macheski, Kendall D.W. Morris, Brad AIken
Writers need to make the medicine of the future believable. How can they do this? Our panel of experts will give you their take on this and 
answer your questions. Host: Allan Dyen-Shapiro

12:00 pm How to Cosplay the Norse Way Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Wyrd Vikings
Wyrd Vikings help you create your Viking personna with cosplay tips and tricks.

1:00 pm How to Write Good Dialog Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Richard Lee Byers, Jose Pablo Iriarte, JP Corwyn, Douglas Ford
Cool maps are not all you need to create a world that will feel real to your readers. Learn from our panelists how to create a world for your 
characters to inhabit. Host: Tracy Zielinski



2:00 pm MASTER TRIVIA CHALLENGE Length: 2 hrs

Guests:  Timothy Zahn
Compete with fellow fans in our 'Jeopardy" style trivia match. Sign up is in front of registration. You'll be playing on a team of triva masters.

4:00 pm Real Life Zombies Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Gene Valedo
Learn about some of the most interesting creatures you never knew existed. Not for those who are squeamish where bugs are concerned. 
Host: Gene Valido

5:00 pm Guest of Honor Q and A: Vera Nazarian Length: 2 hrs

Guests:  Vera Nazarian
Join us for a Q & A with our guest of honor Vera Nazarian. Teri Sears will be getting things started and then audience question will be taken. 
Ask Vera about her ficiton or her cat. Host: Teri N. Sears

7:00 pm How to Stay Creative Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Kat Heckenbach, Jose Pablo Iriarte, Will Ludwigsen, Elle E. Ire
Sometimes, you feel like your muse has left you. Sometimes, you just can't seem to get motivated. Our panel tells you how you overcome the 
feeling that you've run out of creativity. Audience questions encouraged. Host:Tracy Zielinski

8:00 pm How to Create a Youtube Channel Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Heather Dewey Pettet
Heather Dewey Pettet explains how to create your channel and answers your questions about working with Youtube.

9:00 pm How to Add Mystery to Your Fiction (all genres) Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Richard Lee Byers, Allan Dyen-Shapiro, Will Ludwigsen, William Hatfield
It isn't just straight up crime or mystery fiction that has crime and mystery in it. Our panel discusses how to plot and keep the suspense going. 
Audience questions encouraged. Host: Kendall.F.Morris

10:00 pm Late Night Erotic Fiction Panel Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Elle E. Ire, Brenda Cothern, Valerie Willis, JM Paquette
Our Erotic FIction Authors are here to answer reader and writer questions about the art of erotic fiction. Host: Tracy Zielinski

11:00 pm Late Night Open Filk Length: 1 hr 

SUNDAY - SEPTEMBER 25, 2022

10:00 am How to Combine Romance and Fantasy in Fiction Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Vera Nazarian, Brenda Cothern
Some books and stories are all questing and sword fighting but then, there are those that have a strong element of romance as well as 
fantasy. Our panel discusses how they combine romance and fantasy. Audience questions are encouraged. Host: Branda Cothern

11:00 am Sports and Games in FIction Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Vera Nazarian, Kevin A. Davis
Whether you are writing about real life sports, fantasy sports, poiker, or board games, there are ways to give your fiction the feel of the sport or 
game without diagrams and hearing the dice roll. Our panel gives advice on how to incorporate sports and games into your stories. Host: Kevn 
A. Davis

12:00 pm Wyrd Vikings Fight Demo Length: 2 hrs

Guests:  Wyrd Vikings
Join Wyrd Vikings for this entertaining and informative fight demo.



RECTANGULAR TABLE 1

FRIDAY - SEPTEMBER 23, 2022

6:00 pm Call of Cthulhu playtest (Dreamlands scenario) Length: 4 hrs

4 Hours 1 to 4 players The investigator’s dreams of a woman in red being held captive lead him to a Kingsport heiress fallen into a 
coma. What follows is a personal journey into the Dreamlands on a quest to rescue her. From the crowded stalls of the Goblin 
Market to the dark depths of the Vaults of Zin and even the stars beyond, the investigator must face many dangerous challenges in 
order to appease the capricious whim of an Elder God.

SATURDAY - SEPTEMBER 24, 2022

2:00 pm Antematter Board game Length: 2 hrs

Antematter is the first and only poker strategy board game. 3-6 players enter a lore rich universe and take command of a unique crew of 
spacefarers, each vying to plunder, smuggle, gamble and bluff their way to supremacy. Featuring a blend of Texas Hold ‘Em poker and 
strategy gaming, Antematter is a true genre-buster with something for everyone. Players choose one of six crews to command. Each crew has 
its own deck of "crew cards," which can be used in game to gain advantages on your opponents (more on that later). Each round of play is 
divided into loot and poker phases. During the loot phase, players maneuver their three ships around the board, collecting salvage and cargo 
as they go. Once everyone has moved, players have the opportunity to further their ill gotten gains with a round of Texas hold 'em.

5:00 pm 5 minute dungeon Length: 1 hr 

a chaotic, co-operative, real-time card game in which players have only five minutes to escape the randomized dungeon. Communication and 
teamwork are critical to survival because there's no time to form a carefully considered plan — and no predicting what dangers lie ahead.

8:00 pm Marvel crisis protocol Length: 4 hrs

While in transit to a secure S.H.I.E.L.D. facility, a transport ship containing several canisters of Klyntar symbiotes sent out a distress call before 
crashing unexpectedly. The cause of the crash remains unknown but now Crisis squads have converged upon the crash site – each trying to 
secure the symbiotes for their own reasons! Separation Anxiety is a four-player narrative scenario, each player will build a squad of 11 threat 
and 3 tactics cards. Each squad will be battling in a free for all, while trying to capture escaped symbiotes. These symbiotes also have a mind 
of their own and will be moving independently, scouring the field for ‘willing’ hosts! Each symbiote will bring powerful abilities to enhance their 
host. But beware – symbiotes have no time for weakness and will abandon their host should they prove inadequate in combat.

SUNDAY - SEPTEMBER 25, 2022

12:00 pm GKR: Heavy Hitters Length: 4 hrs

Welcome to the biggest sport of the future – GIANT KILLER ROBOTS : HEAVY HITTERS! GKR: HEAVY HITTERS is an advertising-driven, 
televised combat sport where mega corporations fight for lucrative salvage rights and advertising dominance in Earth’s abandoned cities. But 
more importantly, they need you! Your skills as a pilot and tactician are needed to win, gaining your Faction more fans, and more importantly, 
loyal consumers. You will be piloting a Heavy Hitter, the name given to the largest fighting mechs in the battle zone. Flanking your Heavy Hitter 
in these high stakes sport matches are 3 unmanned robotic support units, consisting of Combat, Repair and Recon. Fighting head-to-head 
using your Heavy Hitter, you control your entire team of GKRs, strategizing your way to victory. Any dumb mech-jockey can shoot, but can you 
STRAT? Guess we’re gonna find out!

GKR Heavy Hitters is a robot/mech-like themed, grid movement based, hand management and dice combat game from Weta Workshop. The 
game plays with 1 – 4 players and is designed to take around 1 – 2 hours, depending on the player count. As the lore goes these Giant Killer 
Robots (GKR) are in an advertiser spammed combat sport, where abandoned cities are utilised as battlegrounds.



RECTANGULAR TABLE 2

FRIDAY - SEPTEMBER 23, 2022

6:00 pm Metal, Magic and Lore: Arena Demo Length: 2 hrs

This MML Game System Sampler is intended to illustrate the ease with which players can begin
having fun with the game with a minimum amount of preparation. Since the gaming community
is quite familiar with the convention of role-playing and role playing games, this sampler is
meant to illustrate only the mechanics of the system. Different game mechanics create different
feelings and moods within RPGs, and so we show you this one to help you determine if these
mechanics – and MML - are suitable for the type of role-playing game you and your friends
would like to enjoy.

10:00 pm Human Punishment Length: 2 hrs

Human Punishment is a combination of social deduction, social experiment, and party game for 4-16 players. Each player takes on the role of 
a human, a machine, or an outlaw in a distant future. Players must investigate others to figure out who is on their side, grab one of the four 
different weapons, and eliminate the enemies. Stay focused because hidden enemies may be on your team! Find your team, trust no one! The 
traitor mechanism in  transforms the table into a social experiment... Plays up to 16 peopleHuman Punishment

SATURDAY - SEPTEMBER 24, 2022

7:00 am Ascension Tactics Length: 2 hrs

A deck building game with the addition of turn based strategy. Assemble a team of champions and battle it out in a game of 2 - 4 players. 
Compete for objectives in head to head, or come together as a team to face the villian deck.

10:00 am Ettin Length: 2 hrs

From the mists of war, a pair of great nations rise together like a two-headed giant. They march across the land crushing their foes. As one, 
they combine their strengths, thwart their enemies, and achieve a triumphant destiny.  is a 2-8 player card-drafting game in which teams Ettin
of two compete against each other in fierce skirmishes and fast global conflicts. Your alliance shares strategies, defenses, and resources as 
you face off against neighboring enemies. You can even expand to 16+ players with multiple copies of the game! Each of the eight unique 
nations has a different focus and playing style, designed to be a formidable opponent or a reliable friend. Pairs of enemies and allies play at 
the same time, making even the most climactic global conflicts between eight players shockingly quick. —description from the publisher

2:00 pm Metal, Magic and Lore: Arena Demo Length: 2 hrs

This MML Game System Sampler is intended to illustrate the ease with which players can begin
having fun with the game with a minimum amount of preparation. Since the gaming community
is quite familiar with the convention of role-playing and role playing games, this sampler is
meant to illustrate only the mechanics of the system. Different game mechanics create different
feelings and moods within RPGs, and so we show you this one to help you determine if these
mechanics – and MML - are suitable for the type of role-playing game you and your friends
would like to enjoy.

8:00 pm Human Punishment Length: 2 hrs

Human Punishment is a combination of social deduction, social experiment, and party game for 4-16 players. Each player takes on the role of 
a human, a machine, or an outlaw in a distant future. Players must investigate others to figure out who is on their side, grab one of the four 
different weapons, and eliminate the enemies. Stay focused because hidden enemies may be on your team! Find your team, trust no one! The 
traitor mechanism in  transforms the table into a social experiment... Plays up to 16 peopleHuman Punishment

SUNDAY - SEPTEMBER 25, 2022

12:00 am Human Punishment Length: 2 hrs

Human Punishment is a combination of social deduction, social experiment, and party game for 4-16 players. Each player takes on the role of 
a human, a machine, or an outlaw in a distant future. Players must investigate others to figure out who is on their side, grab one of the four 
different weapons, and eliminate the enemies. Stay focused because hidden enemies may be on your team! Find your team, trust no one! The 
traitor mechanism in  transforms the table into a social experiment... Plays up to 16 peopleHuman Punishment

7:00 am Ascension Tactics Length: 2 hrs

A deck building game with the addition of turn based strategy. Assemble a team of champions and battle it out in a game of 2 - 4 players. 
Compete for objectives in head to head, or come together as a team to face the villian deck.



10:00 am Ettin Length: 2 hrs

From the mists of war, a pair of great nations rise together like a two-headed giant. They march across the land crushing their foes. As one, 
they combine their strengths, thwart their enemies, and achieve a triumphant destiny.  is a 2-8 player card-drafting game in which teams Ettin
of two compete against each other in fierce skirmishes and fast global conflicts. Your alliance shares strategies, defenses, and resources as 
you face off against neighboring enemies. You can even expand to 16+ players with multiple copies of the game! Each of the eight unique 
nations has a different focus and playing style, designed to be a formidable opponent or a reliable friend. Pairs of enemies and allies play at 
the same time, making even the most climactic global conflicts between eight players shockingly quick. —description from the publisher



RECTANGULAR TABLE 3

FRIDAY - SEPTEMBER 23, 2022

5:00 pm The Movie-Movie Game Length: 2 hrs

The Movie-Movie game is the hit internet series in its final form. The game is simple. Each player will take turns pulling a card from the box and 
reading a prompt with a hilarious, mind-melting combination of two storylines from popular movies and see which of the other players can 
guess the correct title for the described film. There are also bonus questions and hints (in case everyone is stumped). Extremely fun game for 
ages 13+. Limited to 8 players max. Estimated time 2 hours. Check out the video available here for some examples: The Movie-Movie Game

8:00 pm Betrayal at House on the Hill 2nd Edition with Widows Walk 
Expansion

Length: 3 hrs

Players all begin as allies exploring a haunted house filled with dangers, traps, items, and omens. As players journey to new parts of the 
mansion, room tiles are chosen at random and placed on the game board; this means that the game is different each session. Eventually the 
"haunt" begins, with the nature and plot of this session's ghost story revealed; one player usually "betrays" the others and takes the side of the 
ghosts, monsters, or other enemies, while the remaining players collaborate to defeat them. Limited to 6 players. Estimated 2 - 3 hours. Ages 
13+. More information available here: Betrayal at House on the Hill

SATURDAY - SEPTEMBER 24, 2022

3:00 pm Trial By Trolley Length: 2 hrs

A party game of moral dilemmas and trolley murder One player is the conductor, and must choose to send an out-of-control trolley down 
one of two tracks crushing everyone in its path. Everyone else splits into two teams, and tries to convince the condutor to spare everyone on 
their track and kill everyone on the other track.  Minimum of 3 players - maximum of 13. Ages 13+. It's murderous fun for the whole family
Estimated 2 hours. Get more information here: Trial by Trolley

8:00 pm Betrayal at House on the Hill 2nd Edition with Widows Walk 
Expansion

Length: 3 hrs

Players all begin as allies exploring a haunted house filled with dangers, traps, items, and omens. As players journey to new parts of the 
mansion, room tiles are chosen at random and placed on the game board; this means that the game is different each session. Eventually the 
"haunt" begins, with the nature and plot of this session's ghost story revealed; one player usually "betrays" the others and takes the side of the 
ghosts, monsters, or other enemies, while the remaining players collaborate to defeat them. Limited to 6 players. Estimated 2 - 3 hours. Ages 
13+. More information available here: Betrayal at House on the Hill

SUNDAY - SEPTEMBER 25, 2022

10:00 am Can You Survive the House of Danger? Length: 2 hrs

Join us for a perilous and laughter-filled adventure through the House of Danger. In this cooperative, Choose Your Own Adventure game, we 
will make risky choices, collect bizarre clues, and face mortal challenges while exploring the story of the House of Danger through 5 chapters. 
Limited to 6 players. Estimated 2 to 3 hours. Ages 10+ Check out the game here: House of Danger

1:00 pm Trial By Trolley Length: 2 hrs

A party game of moral dilemmas and trolley murder One player is the conductor, and must choose to send an out-of-control trolley down 
one of two tracks crushing everyone in its path. Everyone else splits into two teams, and tries to convince the condutor to spare everyone on 
their track and kill everyone on the other track.  Minimum of 3 players - maximum of 13. Ages 13+. It's murderous fun for the whole family
Estimated 2 hours. Get more information here: Trial by Trolley

https://themoviemoviegame.myshopify.com/
https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/10547/betrayal-house-hill
https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/282171/trial-trolley
https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/10547/betrayal-house-hill
https://www.zmangames.com/en/products/choose-your-own-adventure-house-danger/
https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/282171/trial-trolley


RECTANGULAR TABLE 4

FRIDAY - SEPTEMBER 23, 2022

6:00 pm Star Wars Roleplaying Game Length: 4 hrs

OPERATION: OVERWHELMING JUSTICE The Jedi Order is dead, its remnant survivors of Order 66 scattered across the galaxy. It is a dark 
time, the time of the Empire. Stormtroopers patrol the streets, and Star Destroyers fill the stars. Palpatine's iron grasp is all but complete. On 
the idyllic world of Chandrila a hidden presence lays in wait, a bastion of the old ways. But IMPERIAL INQUISITORS approach, ready to 
eliminate all those who stand against the Emperor.... Estimated time: 4 hours

SATURDAY - SEPTEMBER 24, 2022

12:00 pm G.I. JOE Roleplaying Game Length: 4 hrs

OPERATION: ORDER FROM D.I.S.O.R.D.E.R. -"G.I. Joe is the codename for American's daring, highly trained special mission force. Its 
purpose: to defend human freedom against Cobra, a ruthless terrorist organization determined to rule the world." Estimated time: 4 hours

4:00 pm Star Wars Roleplaying Game Length: 4 hrs

OPERATION: OVERWHELMING JUSTICE The Jedi Order is dead, its remnant survivors of Order 66 scattered across the galaxy. It is a dark 
time, the time of the Empire. Stormtroopers patrol the streets, and Star Destroyers fill the stars. Palpatine's iron grasp is all but complete. On 
the idyllic world of Chandrila a hidden presence lays in wait, a bastion of the old ways. But IMPERIAL INQUISITORS approach, ready to 
eliminate all those who stand against the Emperor.... Estimated time: 4 hours

8:00 pm Marvel Multiverse Roleplaying Game Length: 4 hrs

ENTER:HYDRA An alert has sounded at Empire State University, and the heroes head there to investigate. Hydra has overrun the facility, 
apparently searching for... something. Estimated time: 4 hours

SUNDAY - SEPTEMBER 25, 2022

12:00 pm Star Wars Roleplaying Game Length: 4 hrs

OPERATION: OVERWHELMING JUSTICE The Jedi Order is dead, its remnant survivors of Order 66 scattered across the galaxy. It is a dark 
time, the time of the Empire. Stormtroopers patrol the streets, and Star Destroyers fill the stars. Palpatine's iron grasp is all but complete. On 
the idyllic world of Chandrila a hidden presence lays in wait, a bastion of the old ways. But IMPERIAL INQUISITORS approach, ready to 
eliminate all those who stand against the Emperor.... Estimated time: 4 hours



RECTANGULAR TABLE 5

FRIDAY - SEPTEMBER 23, 2022

8:00 pm Codenames Length: 1 hr 

Give your team clever one-word clues to help them spot their secret agents in the field.

SATURDAY - SEPTEMBER 24, 2022

12:00 pm Codenames Length: 1 hr 

Give your team clever one-word clues to help them spot their secret agents in the field.

4:00 pm Codenames Length: 1 hr 

Give your team clever one-word clues to help them spot their secret agents in the field!

8:00 pm J'accuse Length: 2 hrs

"Mon dieu! M. Harpagon Richard is most decidedly dead, though not nearly soon enough for YOUR tastes, the old miser. His passing has 
brought you all together, feigning tears and anticipating your inheritance, when a terribly bothersome police inspector calls upon you. Chief 
Inspector Francois Cleu is not convinced that Harpagon passed peacefully in his sleep, as was reported. In fact, he's discovered "somewhat 
troubling evidence" that he was instead stabbed, poisoned, shot, strangled, bludgeoned and thrown out of a third story window. Worse, he 
seems to think YOU had something to do with it. Well, even if you did, which you didn't, there's no sense in all of you going to prison for it. 
That's why you've decided to "help" the Chief Inspector figure out who did! After all, you're the old man's heir and you're finally going to get 
what's coming to you...one way or another.  is about implicating and accusing your friends and family of murder — and no one J'Accuse!
"wins" the game so much as one of you will lose! The object is to avoid suspicion for as long as you can, while assuring that someone else 
ends up accused for the crime."

J'accuse is for 3 - 6 players

SUNDAY - SEPTEMBER 25, 2022

1:00 pm Codenames Length: 1 hr 

Give your team clever one-word clues to help them spot their secret agents in the field



RECTANGULAR TABLE 6

FRIDAY - SEPTEMBER 23, 2022

5:00 pm The Shipwreck Arcana Length: 2 hrs

Trapped in a drowned world, you and your allies are doomed -- or are you? Make haste, though -- there aren't many hours left! A co-operative 
game of deduction, evaluation, and logic, The Shipwreck Arcana combines simple and speedy play with incredibly deep strategy. (2-5 players)

7:00 pm Death Angel Length: 2 hrs

Set in the universe of Warhammer 40K, this journey through a drifting spaceship will require you to all work together to survive the alien swarm 
and complete your mission. (2-6 players)

9:00 pm Dead Last Length: 2 hrs

The Tontine. Just buy a ticket to participate and you could make millions. Countless entry fees are pooled and invested in an account. After 
years of interest accrual, the last surviving ticket holder ends up claiming a fortune. But Tontines are illegal for a reason... DEAD LAST is a 
'social collusion' game of shifting alliances, betrayals, and murder for profit. There is no "hidden traitor," you are all equally allies and betrayers 
at any given time. Each round, you make a vote for someone to die, but you must be in the know and vote with the largest group in order to 
stay alive. ANY form of communication is allowed, but don't be too obvious, or the target might ambush you instead! Can you win the game? 
Can you be, DEAD LAST? (6-12 players)

SATURDAY - SEPTEMBER 24, 2022

12:00 pm High Noon Saloon Length: 2 hrs

It's high noon! And in this bar, that means a fight. Shoot, dodge, and punch your way to being the last man standing in this Wild West shootout. 
(2-6 players)

5:00 pm Hex Hex Length: 2 hrs

Care for a magical game of hot-potato with a hand grenade? Players hurl Hex after Hex around the table, constantly redirecting, deflecting and 
altering the Hex’s power until finally someone runs out of options and becomes HEXED. Fast-paced and fun, Hex Hex is full of entertainment, 
with just enough room for a bit of spite... (3-6 players)



RECTANGULAR TABLE 8

SATURDAY - SEPTEMBER 24, 2022

12:00 am Late-Night Werewolf/Mafia (Friday) Length: 5 hrs

A vengeful group of villagers must figure out who among them is a werewolf (before it’s too late...) Are You A Werewolf? is a deception party 
game for 7-15 players. Players are assigned roles secretly. Most players are Villagers, two or three will be Werewolves. The Villagers try to 
figure out who the werewolves are during the day, and the Werewolves eat the Villagers at night

SUNDAY - SEPTEMBER 25, 2022

12:00 am Late-Night Werewolf/Mafia (Saturday) Length: 5 hrs

A vengeful group of villagers must figure out who among them is a werewolf (before it’s too late...) Are You A Werewolf? is a deception party 
game for 7-15 players. Players are assigned roles secretly. Most players are Villagers, two or three will be Werewolves. The Villagers try to 
figure out who the werewolves are during the day, and the Werewolves eat the Villagers at night."



ROUND TABLE 1

FRIDAY - SEPTEMBER 23, 2022

4:00 pm Sentinels of the Multiverse Length: 2 hrs

A mad scientist holds the world hostage with his terrifying inventions. An alien warlord from a far away galaxy brings his army of bizarre 
minions to conquer the planet. A giant rampaging robot cuts a swath of destruction across the coastline. Who can possibly stop these villains? 
A team of powerful heroes stands between the world and the forces of evil. Take your place as a hero and answer the call to protect the 
Multiverse! The original released in 2014, is an award-winning cooperative comic-book card game in which you Sentinels of the Multiverse, 
and your friends team up as mighty heroes to thwart the nefarious plans of the villains who threaten the entire multiverse! Each hero has their 
own deck of cards which represent that hero's super powers and special abilities. By managing the cards in their hand, players cooperate to 
defeat an evil villain and save the day.

6:00 pm Monster Party Length: 4 hrs

Drac, Wolfy and friends are the Guests of honor at the annual "Carnival of Monsters". But the party is marred by mysterious disappearances 
and malfunctions. Can the cadre of classic movie monsters find the culprit in time to save the carnival? System: HERO 5th edition 5 Players 
MAX Be prepared to have fun!

SATURDAY - SEPTEMBER 24, 2022

2:00 pm Sentinels of the Multiverse Length: 2 hrs

A mad scientist holds the world hostage with his terrifying inventions. An alien warlord from a far away galaxy brings his army of bizarre 
minions to conquer the planet. A giant rampaging robot cuts a swath of destruction across the coastline. Who can possibly stop these villains? 
A team of powerful heroes stands between the world and the forces of evil. Take your place as a hero and answer the call to protect the 
Multiverse! The original released in 2014, is an award-winning cooperative comic-book card game in which you Sentinels of the Multiverse, 
and your friends team up as mighty heroes to thwart the nefarious plans of the villains who threaten the entire multiverse! Each hero has their 
own deck of cards which represent that hero's super powers and special abilities. By managing the cards in their hand, players cooperate to 
defeat an evil villain and save the day.

6:00 pm The Firefly Role-Playing Game Length: 4 hrs

The  is geared toward honest folk like yourself. Will you be a big damn hero, or will your luck run sour? Join the crew Firefly Role-Playing Game
of  for some thrillin' heroics-- playing Mal, Zoe, Wash, Jayne, Kaylee, Inara, Shepherd Book, Simon, or River-- and undertake a Serenity
routine, boring, ordinary, run-of-the-mill, not-exciting-at-all job for everyone's favorite legitimate businessman with a very fine hat, Badger. 
Familiarity with the TV show is a plus, but not required. I'll teach you the rules of the game as we go along. Do a job, get paid, and keep flyin'!

SUNDAY - SEPTEMBER 25, 2022

10:00 am Everyone Is John RPG Length: 2 hrs

Everyone is John is a fast and fun competitive RPG where each player assumes the identity of a "Voice" inside the head of John-- a man with 
no real identity of his own. John's actions, skills, knowledge, and goals change constantly as the voices in his head vie for control of him by 
using their own finite willpower. Each voice will struggle to achieve their own obsessive goals before all Willpower is gone and the game is over 
- with only one Voice left as the victor.

1:00 pm The Shipwreck Arcana Length: 2 hrs

" Trapped in a drowned world, you and your allies are doomed -- or are you? Using a mystical deck and a healthy dose of logic, you can 
predict each others' fates and escape unscathed.  is a compact, co-operative game of deduction, evaluation, and logic. The Shipwreck Arcana
Each player's doom constantly changes as they draw numbered fate tiles from the bag. By choosing which fate to give up and which card to 
play it on, you can give your allies enough information to identify the fate you're holding...which is important, as the active player cannot 
communicate with their allies during their turn! Each card has strict rules governing what fates can be played on it. As doom builds up, the 
cards themselves fade, becoming one-time powers to help the players while new cards cycle in from the deck."

2 - 5 Players



ROUND TABLE 2

FRIDAY - SEPTEMBER 23, 2022

5:00 pm Space Base w/ expansions! Length: 2 hrs

"In , players assume the roles of Commodores of a small fleet of ships. Ships begin docked at their stations and are then deployed Space Base
to sectors as new ships are commissioned under your command. Use cargo vessels to engage in trade and commerce; mining vessels to build 
reoccurring base income; and carriers to spread your influence. Establish new colonies for a new Commodore in a sector to gain even more 
influence. Gain enough influence and you can be promoted to Admiral!"

2 - 7 people!

10:00 pm Oh the trouble with Goblins!! D&D 5th Edition Length: 2 hrs

Classic RPG of DND. 1st level dungeon crawl. Character will be provided by a first come first served basis. You will be allowed to keep the 
characters!!! 
All characters will be on www.DndBeyond.com. 6 players.

SATURDAY - SEPTEMBER 24, 2022

10:00 am Obscurio Length: 2 hrs

"The Sorcerer is out to get you! Find your way among the illusions, but beware of the traitor in your ranks! The Grimoire guides their team 
towards the exit using images, upon which they point at certain details. Working together, the other players have to find the exit as quickly as 
possible while avoiding picking the wrong cards. However, a member of the team is a traitor looking to lead the other players astray. A wide 
variety of traps are on your way to the exit of the library, making player communication harder!  is a family game, an original mix Obscurio
between an image-based communication game and a secret role game in which the players have to be careful when sharing ideas with their 
team. Supported by rich contents,  proposes a fresh new experience in its genre by putting the emphasis on the details of the images Obscurio
and the constant doubt created by the presence of the traitor. Communicate efficiently and avoid the illusions on your way to escape the 
Sorcerer's library!"

Obscurio is for 2 - 8 players

1:00 pm ZOMBIES!!! BOARD GAME Length: 2 hrs

Zombies the board game. 6 players start at the beginning, and try to get to the CHOPPA!! Zombies will be everywhere!!!
The 1st to kill 25 zombies wins, or who ever get to the CHOPPA!!!! 6 players!! 
Please bring your own d6 dice!!!

4:00 pm Hero Quest (classic) Length: 2 hrs

Hero Quest Classic Board Game. The classic board game. Hero Quest!! 
The ULTIMATE strategy board game for people that love to have fun while playing! 
Hosted by : James Fassl The classic tabeltop strategy game!

8:00 pm Chef Bolgg's Foul Fowl Feast Length: 2 hrs

Chef Bolgg needs your help! The legendary orc chef has been selected to cook a rare feast for the king and his guests, but he forgot to hunt 
his main ingredient and he has no more time to do it! He needs several brave adventurers to go and get it for him, and fast! This is a D&D 5th 
edition game for three to seven 7th level players. Characters will be pre-generated and selected at random. It is comedic in nature and will 
have adult language, situations, and low-brow humor. Player discretion advised.

SUNDAY - SEPTEMBER 25, 2022

12:00 am Dungeons And Dragons 5th Edition Length: 6 hrs

Ravenloft Damn this FOG!!! You were up in the mountains in search of a ancient Drow by the name of Drizzt, when suddenly you run into a 
cave to seek shelter from a sudden winter storm. Inside the cave you seek shelter, when suddenly you find yourself in a strange fogs, and 
there are no walls to this cave!

Characters are pregenerated in DNDBeyond. 6 Players are needed for this attempt. THIS IS AN ADULT THEMED RPG, with ADULT 
ELEMENTS of EXTREME HORROR!!! Must be 18 or older to play. 

12:00 pm TRON Light Cycles Length: 2 hrs

Greetings Programs! Welcome to the Grid. Drive your Light Cycle, outmaneuver your opponents, and don't get derezzed... -END OF LINE- (2-



6 programs)



ROUND TABLE 3

FRIDAY - SEPTEMBER 23, 2022

7:00 pm Discord's Abacus Beta demo Length: 1 hr 

Some people can look at a math problem and do it in their head in an instant. Those are not the kind of people you want to play a complex 
counting game with. Unless the complex counting game is Discord's Abacus. Because in addition to racing the other players to be the first to 
hit the target number each game, you also have to worry about pesky conditional modifiers that destroy your strategy, unless you are the one 
with the modifiers, and then you'll use them with purpose and cunning to stymie your opponents. Go you!

SATURDAY - SEPTEMBER 24, 2022

11:00 am Dragon Poker World Tour qualifier Length: 1 hr 

Dragon Poker is Valeron Games’ flagship game. First detailed in Robert Asprin’s classic fantasy series Myth Adventures, this is the way all the 
civilized dimensions play. Very few humans play Dragon Poker well as their own version is quite basic. What is it you ask? Oh, well it is poker 
with a new dimension of strategy fueled by hilarious conditional modifiers. This game always devolves into fits of laughter. This year at 
Necronomicon we will be offering Tournament quakifiier games that will allow the winners to advance directly to the Semi Final round at our 
next World Tournament

1:00 pm Dragon Poker World Tour qualifier Length: 1 hr 

Dragon Poker is Valeron Games’ flagship game. First detailed in Robert Asprin’s classic fantasy series Myth Adventures, this is the way all the 
civilized dimensions play. Very few humans play Dragon Poker well as their own version is quite basic. What is it you ask? Oh, well it is poker 
with a new dimension of strategy fueled by hilarious conditional modifiers. This game always devolves into fits of laughter. This year at 
Necronomicon we will be offering Tournament quakifiier games that will allow the winners to advance directly to the Semi Final round at our 
next World Tournament

SUNDAY - SEPTEMBER 25, 2022

11:00 am Liars and Landmines Length: 2 hrs

Liars & Landmines - It's like if the classic games of Bulls**t and Uno had a lovechild who possessed a wicked sense of humor, and unregulated 
explosives. Some folks call it BS, or Liar Liar, but its a classic game of bluff to be the first with no cards, except our version has conditional 
modifiers, wildcards, and bombs. Play your cards right and maybe you don't have to get rid of all of them, because your opponents will be 
blown up and out of the game. Try to be the first to get rid of all of your cards through clever strategy, bluff and outright deception. Conditional 
modifiers add a new dimension of play, while Landmines provide a new way to win... or lose.



ROUND TABLE 4

FRIDAY - SEPTEMBER 23, 2022

5:00 pm The Fey: Wyld Hunt by Caltrop Adventures Length: 4 hrs

Coming to Kickstarter game. The Fey: Wyld Hunt is a game where you play Fey who are a part of a newly formed Wyld Hunt. Explore the Wyld 
and deal with problems that have formed over the years. Caltrop Adventures is an easy to learn, and play, table top roleplaying game that uses 
d4. This game will allow players to choose from up to 6 adventures using pregenerated characters. Players who would like to generate their 
own charcter may meet up before hand in order to create a character.

SATURDAY - SEPTEMBER 24, 2022

1:00 pm The Fey: Wyld Hunt by Caltrop Adventures (#2) Length: 4 hrs

Coming to Kickstarter game. The Fey: Wyld Hunt is a game where you play Fey who are a part of a newly formed Wyld Hunt. Explore the Wyld 
and deal with problems that have formed over the years. Caltrop Adventures is an easy to learn, and play, table top roleplaying game that uses 
d4. This game will allow players to choose from up to 6 adventures using pregenerated characters. Players who would like to generate their 
own charcter may meet up before hand in order to create a character.

SUNDAY - SEPTEMBER 25, 2022

10:00 am The Fey: Wyld Hunt by Caltrop Adventures (#3) Length: 4 hrs

Coming to Kickstarter game. The Fey: Wyld Hunt is a game where you play Fey who are a part of a newly formed Wyld Hunt. Explore the Wyld 
and deal with problems that have formed over the years. Caltrop Adventures is an easy to learn, and play, table top roleplaying game that uses 
d4. This game will allow players to choose from up to 6 adventures using pregenerated characters. Players who would like to generate their 
own charcter may meet up before hand in order to create a character.





Writers Alley:  Merchant List



Writers Alley Total Merchants: 13

4 Horsemen Publications, Inc. 12 Adam-Troy Castro 7 Arucadi Enterprises, LLC 1

Brenda Cothern Books 4 Douglas Ford: Author 11 Dragonfly Pens 5

Elle Ire 6 Inkd Publishing LLC 8 Joe Belcastro 13

Lorna Hopkins Keith 10 Shattermare Comics 14, 15
South Florida Science Fiction 

Society
2

Thomas Michael Thomas 9



Art Show:  Merchant List

Art Show Total Merchants: 30

A Wild Moose
Table 

#13

Amy Brewer-Davenport 

Art

4, Panel 

#18, Panel 

#19, Table 

#09

Amy Brewer-Davenport Art

4, Panel 

#18, Panel 

#19, Table 

#09

Anna Banana

13 

(e), Panel 

#01, Panel 

#02, Table 

#02

Anna Banana

13 

(e), Panel 

#01, Panel 

#02, Table 

#02

Anna Jano
Panel 

#20

Anna Jano
Panel 

#20
B. Stark Art

Table 

#03
B. Stark Art

Table 

#03

B. Stark Art
Table 

#03
GraphicsChyk Designs

G 

(e), Table 

#01

GraphicsChyk Designs

G 

(e), Table 

#01

Heather Dewy Pettet, Author

/Editor/Artist

Table 

#15.1

Heather Dewy Pettet, Author

/Editor/Artist

Table 

#15.1
Johnnys Nightmare Stash

Table 

#12

Johnnys Nightmare Stash
Table 

#12
Jumping Rails

Panel 

#04, Panel 

#05

Jumping Rails

Panel 

#04, Panel 

#05

Jumping Rails

Panel 

#04, Panel 

#05

Juno Prints
Table 

#10
Kobold Works

Table 

#06, Table 

#07, Table 

#08

Kobold Works

Table 

#06, Table 

#07, Table 

#08

Neptune Negative

Panel 

#10, Panel 

#11, Table 

#14

Neptune Negative

Panel 

#10, Panel 

#11, Table 

#14

Sarah Clemens

Panel 

#06, Panel 

#07

TJM Photography

Panel 

#13, Panel 

#14, Panel 

#15, Panel 

#16

TJM Photography

Panel 

#13, Panel 

#14, Panel 

#15, Panel 

#16

Terin Arts
Table 

#16
Terin Arts

Table 

#16
wolfprintMedia, LLC

Table 

#05



Vendor Room - Hotel Room D:  Merchant List



Vendor Room - Hotel Room D Total Merchants: 37

5 Alpha Quadrant Games
B 

(e)
Amy Brewer-Davenport Art

4, Panel 

#18, Panel 

#19, Table 

#09

Amy Brewer-Davenport 

Art

4, Panel 

#18, Panel 

#19, Table 

#09

Anna Banana

13 

(e), Panel 

#01, Panel 

#02, Table 

#02

Belladona’s Beauties & Baubles 16

Belladona’s Beauties & Baubles 16 Chereverie 2 Cottonswirl Artwork F

Cottonswirl Artwork F Crafty Celts 1 Cryptknotic LLC 17

Cryptknotic LLC 17 Dandies Candies 10 Dandies Candies 10

Edward Wysocki Books 5 Geekdom Deals 20, E GraphicsChyk Designs

G 

(e), Table 

#01

GraphicsChyk Designs

G 

(e), Table 

#01

JP Corwyn, LLC 14 Jewelry Creations by Roni 6

Jewelry Creations by Roni 6 Macabrebats 18 Montininni Designs & Gifts 15

Orlando Area Science Fiction 

Society

12 

(e)
Party Hero Games 3 Party Hero Games 3

Precious Plunder 301 The Gold Saucer
H 

(e)
The Ocklawaha Sutler, LLC

7 

(e)

The Wolf And The Unicorn 

Booksellers, LLC

8 

(e)
Treasures By Tortoise 19 Uncle Hoostas C

Westside Whimsy Warehouse 9 William Hatfield 11 William Hatfield 11

XNDArts 21



Full Merchant List

4 Horsemen Publications, Inc.

Booths:12

Website: http://https://4horsemenpublications.com/

Description: 4Horsemen Publications emerged in response to a publishing world that doesn’t give promising authors a shot at the big-time. 

Our favorite works are ones from authors who aren’t afraid to challenge themselves–like you! We look for strong writing and 

engaging storytelling to create quality book series for readers across the world. Comprised of a group of dedicated 

professionals, we want to help you find your voice in the literary world. As a women-owned business, we publish, encourage, 

and support own voices and diverse works for all genres. We look forward to bringing the publishing apocalypse. We are a 

mid-size book publisher combining over 20 years experience in company, publishing, design, and We are an eco-friendly, mid-

sized book publisher combining over 20 years’ experience in business, publishing, design, and marketing in a joint venture to 

provide alternative publishing options for new and veteran authors. Trendy covers, top-notch typesetting designs, newsletter 

building, competitive pricing, wide distribution, strong editorial practices, a drive to provide readers with innovative book series, 

and many other aspects make up the quality and brand we call 4 Horsemen Publications. We aim to serve our readers and 

authors by building strong branding platforms to help authors grow.

A Wild Moose

Booths:Table #13

Description: Mostly wood and acrylic products made with a laser machine. If you can think it, we can probably make it!

Adam-Troy Castro

Booths:7

Website: http://www.adamtroycastro.com

Description: Author Many Books

Alpha Quadrant Games

Booths:B (e)

Website: http://https://www.alphaquadrantgames.com/

Description: Board games, card games, dice and other gaming accessories.

Amy Brewer-Davenport Art

Booths:4,  Panel #18,  Panel #19,  Table #09

Website: http://amybdart.com

Description: I make sci-fi/fantasy/gothic/horror art. An agent at 221BCon mentioned this would fit in at Necronomicon. I make small and 

large artworks, prints, jewelry, and stationary with my art.

Anna Banana

Booths:13 (e),  Panel #01,  Panel #02,  Table #02

Website: http://www.Annabananashopart.com

Description: Anna Banana shop art sells a variety of fantasy, science fiction and animal art work.

http://https://4horsemenpublications.com/
http://www.adamtroycastro.com
http://https://www.alphaquadrantgames.com/
http://amybdart.com
http://www.Annabananashopart.com


Anna Jano

Booths:Panel #20

Website: http://annajano.com

Description: Art prints, pins, and books

Arucadi Enterprises, LLC

Booths:1

Website: http://www.erosesabin.com

Description: books

B. Stark Art

Booths:Table #03

Website: http://www.bstarkart.com

Description: Hand wrapped wire metal art Ghost books

Belladona’s Beauties & Baubles

Booths:16

Website: http://www.Instagram.com/Infernal.Ethereal.Lupine

Description: Ethically sourced taxidermy and art, jewelry, resin koi ponds and magnets

Brenda Cothern Books

Booths:4

Website: http://bcothernbooks.com

Description: Brenda Cothern's Books

Chereverie

Booths:2

Website: http://https://chereverie.art/

Description: Independent artist creating fandom and original works to sell as prints, stickers, keychain charms, and buttons.

Cottonswirl Artwork

Booths:F

Website: http://https://cottonswirl1.wixsite.com/cottonswirl

Description: T-Shirts, backpacks, prints, mouse pads, banners, keychains, dog tags, buttons .... many more items. All with chibi characters, 

pride flags or d&d sayings.

Crafty Celts

Booths:1

Description: Bronze Jewelry.

Cryptknotic LLC

http://annajano.com
http://www.erosesabin.com
http://www.bstarkart.com
http://www.Instagram.com/Infernal.Ethereal.Lupine
http://bcothernbooks.com
http://https://chereverie.art/
http://https://cottonswirl1.wixsite.com/cottonswirl


Booths:17

Website: http://cryptknotic.com

Description: Molded candles (zombies/witch hands/floral skulls/snake entwined skull/horned skulls), custom jewelry and enamel pins, 

patches.

Dandies Candies

Booths:10

Website: http://www.dandiescandiesfl.com

Description: Handcrafted 3D lollipops and Hand pulled hard pillow Candies

Douglas Ford: Author

Booths:11

Description: Books

Dragonfly Pens

Booths:5

Website: http://www.jessicazellman.com

Description: Vampire series (books) and associated swag.

Edward Wysocki Books

Booths:5

Website: http://www.emwysocki.com

Description: Sale of self-authored books.

Elle Ire

Booths:6

Website: http://elleire.com

Description: Current novels: Vicious Circle, Threadbare, Patchwork, Woven, Dead Woman's Pond, Dead Woman's Revenge, Reel to Real 

Love

Geekdom Deals

Booths:20,  E

Description: Used DVDS, Blu-rays, Books, board games, puzzles, video games, t-shirts, character socks. Collectible glasses, artwork, 

figurines, pens, toys, jewelry and more.

GraphicsChyk Designs

Booths:G (e),  Table #01

Website: http://Graphicschykdesigns.com

Description: 3d printed geek merchandise, hand made wands

Heather Dewy Pettet, Author/Editor/Artist

Booths:Table #15.1

http://cryptknotic.com
http://www.dandiescandiesfl.com
http://www.jessicazellman.com
http://www.emwysocki.com
http://elleire.com
http://Graphicschykdesigns.com


Website: http://heatherdeweypettet.wordpress.com

Description: Freelance line editor, copy editor, and proofreader. Writer and artist, specializing in fantasy and sci-fi.

Inkd Publishing LLC

Booths:8

Website: http://kevinarthurdavis.com

Description: Inkd Publishing LLC - Anthologies Kevin A Davis - Urban Fantasy series

Jewelry Creations by Roni

Booths:6

Website: http://www.jewelrycreationsbyroni.com

Description: Chainmaille jewelry using sterling silver, 14k gold-fill, copper or aluminum wire. All jumprings are hand coiled and cut. Hand-

made, custom-designed bracelets, necklaces and earrings made with precious and semi-precious metals, gemstones, 

Swarovski crystals and findings.

Joe Belcastro

Booths:13

Website: http://https://linktr.ee/JoeBelcastro

Description: DOMINATURE: What If The Devil...Banished God...From Heaven... Debut novel by former VP of TV Creative for WWE.

Johnnys Nightmare Stash

Booths:Table #12

Website: http://https://www.etsy.com/shop/Johnnystash

Description: I sell Halloween masks and props. Killer klowns and zombies are my specialty.

JP Corwyn, LLC

Booths:14

Website: http://www.jpcorwyn.net

Description: JP Corwyn is a Military Fantasy-Horror author, Composer, Singer, Songwriter, Touring, and Recording artist. Products include 

books, soundtracks/music, and related promotional merchandise.

Jumping Rails

Booths:Panel #04,  Panel #05

Website: http://https://www.etsy.com/shop/JumpingRails/

Description: Original paintings, altered thrift store paintings, art prints, books

Juno Prints

Booths:Table #10

Website: http://JunoPrints.net

Description: Juno Prints sells fun and colorful designs made by Val Shepard as stickers, buttons, bags and keychains. Many of the designs 

reference internet humor (memes) and fanart

http://heatherdeweypettet.wordpress.com
http://kevinarthurdavis.com
http://www.jewelrycreationsbyroni.com
http://https://linktr.ee/JoeBelcastro
http://https://www.etsy.com/shop/Johnnystash
http://www.jpcorwyn.net
http://https://www.etsy.com/shop/JumpingRails/
http://JunoPrints.net


Kobold Works

Booths:Table #06,  Table #07,  Table #08

Website: http://https://www.facebook.com/koboldworksllc

Description: Woodworking, games, jewelry, glass etch and other unique oddities.

Lorna Hopkins Keith

Booths:10

Website: http://lornavhkeith.com

Description: novels

Macabrebats

Booths:18

Website: http://https://www.facebook.com/macabrebats

Description: Horror-themed jewelry, accessories, and other miscellaneous products.

Montininni Designs & Gifts

Booths:15

Description: Hand done calligraphy pieces;other fanart, & other small small fanart gifts.

Neptune Negative

Booths:Panel #10,  Panel #11,  Table #14

Website: http://www.NeptuneNegative.com

Description: Hand cut collage on furniture and small decor

Orlando Area Science Fiction Society

Booths:12 (e)

Website: http://oasfis.org

Description: Used books.

Party Hero Games

Booths:3

Website: http://HTTPS://www.partyherogames.com

Description: Party Hero Games is primarily a game creating company. We offer 7 different card games we have created. We also offer art 

prints and stickers based on anime and the games. Other things we produce include 3D printed DND props and acrylic 

keychains and pins.

Precious Plunder

Booths:301

Website: http://www.wehaveshinythings.con

Description: Circlets, Tiaras and Diadems for Cosplay, Stage, Brides and Historical Reenactment.

http://https://www.facebook.com/koboldworksllc
http://lornavhkeith.com
http://https://www.facebook.com/macabrebats
http://www.NeptuneNegative.com
http://oasfis.org
http://HTTPS://www.partyherogames.com
http://www.wehaveshinythings.con


Sarah Clemens

Booths:Panel #06,  Panel #07

Website: http://www.clemensart.com/prints.htm

Description: fantasy and humorous art, Magnus & Loki

Shattermare Comics

Booths:14,  15

Website: http://shattermarecomics.com

Description: Indie Comic Publisher

South Florida Science Fiction Society

Booths:2

Website: http://https://www.facebook.com/groups/138581505563/

Description: Fan organization based in South Florida.

Terin Arts

Booths:Table #16

Description: Jewelry, crocheted items, and the occasional

The Gold Saucer

Booths:H (e)

Website: http://https://www.facebook.com/realGoldSaucer

Description: Loved as the gem of the Corel Desert, the Gold Saucer runs the gamut for geeks: manga, costuming, accessories, fake 

swords, Japanese snacks, toys, plushes, wall art, apparel, and more! No matter your genre, no matter your budget, we've got 

you covered.

The Ocklawaha Sutler, LLC

Booths:7 (e)

Website: http://https://www.facebook.com/TheOcklawahaSutler

Description: Hats, jewelry and novelties of Historic Proportions

The Wolf And The Unicorn Booksellers, LLC

Booths:8 (e)

Website: http://WWW.Thewolfandtheunicorn.com

Description: Bookseller

Thomas Michael Thomas

Booths:9

Website: http://https://www.amazon.com/Evil-Within-House-Thomas-Michael/dp/B09KDSXD1C

Description: Author of The Evil Within The House

http://www.clemensart.com/prints.htm
http://shattermarecomics.com
http://https://www.facebook.com/groups/138581505563/
http://https://www.facebook.com/realGoldSaucer
http://https://www.facebook.com/TheOcklawahaSutler
http://WWW.Thewolfandtheunicorn.com
http://https://www.amazon.com/Evil-Within-House-Thomas-Michael/dp/B09KDSXD1C


TJM Photography

Booths:Panel #13,  Panel #14,  Panel #15,  Panel #16

Description: Photographic prints, multimedia.

Treasures By Tortoise

Booths:19

Website: http://www.etsy.com/shop/treasuresbytortoise

Description: Handcrafted chainmaille and mixed-media jewelry

Uncle Hoostas

Booths:C

Description: Vintage toys, anime video & merchandise

Westside Whimsy Warehouse

Booths:9

Website: http://https://www.facebook.com/WWhimsyWHSE

Description: whimsical assortment of crafts, including dice bags, game bags, buttons, and ducks!

William Hatfield

Booths:11

Website:

http://https://www.amazon.com/kindle-dbs/entity/author/B00ILVUVNQ?

_encoding=UTF8&node=283155&offset=0&pageSize=12&searchAlias=stripbooks&sort=author-sidecar-

rank&page=1&langFilter=default#formatSelectorHeade

Description: Books I wrote and published, as well as jewelry and pieces of art my wife, Karen Hatfield, has made that show up in my 

books, worn by characters.

wolfprintMedia, LLC

Booths:Table #05

Website: http://sethsjostrom.com

Description: Paranormal thrillers, FBI thrillers

XNDArts

Booths:21

Website: http://Instagram.com/xndarts

Description: Digital art prints of original and fanart made by myself. Handmade crafts.

http://www.etsy.com/shop/treasuresbytortoise
http://https://www.facebook.com/WWhimsyWHSE
http://https://www.amazon.com/kindle-dbs/entity/author/B00ILVUVNQ?_encoding=UTF8&node=283155&offset=0&pageSize=12&searchAlias=stripbooks&sort=author-sidecar-rank&page=1&langFilter=default#formatSelectorHeade
http://https://www.amazon.com/kindle-dbs/entity/author/B00ILVUVNQ?_encoding=UTF8&node=283155&offset=0&pageSize=12&searchAlias=stripbooks&sort=author-sidecar-rank&page=1&langFilter=default#formatSelectorHeade
http://https://www.amazon.com/kindle-dbs/entity/author/B00ILVUVNQ?_encoding=UTF8&node=283155&offset=0&pageSize=12&searchAlias=stripbooks&sort=author-sidecar-rank&page=1&langFilter=default#formatSelectorHeade
http://sethsjostrom.com
http://Instagram.com/xndarts

